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Executive Summary

The Project Veronica relates to exploring the possibilities of implementing Vehicle Event
Data Recorders (EDR) for enhanced understanding of collisions but also recognising the
potential benefits for prevention, road safety and legal fairness.
The project objectives comprise the examination and evaluation of available and
necessary standards, solutions and requirements and the recommendable legal
framework in particular to feed accident data into European Accident Databases. The
finding of the deplorable lack of real-life collision data and the necessity for comprehensive
European accident databases is shared by other EC projects like PREVENT, ETAC or
SARAC II.
Therefore and though the VERONICA Project has been developed outside the e-safety
R&D initiative, its work is very much in line with EC e-safety approaches which provide for
better accident data for enhanced research for active, passive and infrastructure safety as
well as for accident mitigation.
VERONICA delivers the key to open a door that leads to a long expected paradigm
shift in collision investigation and safety research.

A list of required collision information has been developed. The most relevant are shown
here:
Collision Speed
Initial Speed
Speed Profile
Change in velocity due to collision
Longitudinal acceleration or deceleration
Transverse acceleration or deceleration
Angel of longitudinal vehicle axis (yaw angle)
Status of brake light, indicator, lights, blue light, horn
Date and time of crash trigger
User Action: Throttle, brake, steering, horn, clutch
Monitoring Restraint Systems
Monitoring actions of Active Safety Devices
Monitoring of displayed error messages

More explanations on information requirements are to be found further down in the report.
V

Proposals have also been made for recording frequencies:

Recommended sampling rates and recording frequencies
Acceleration channels

Other channels

Phases Sampling rate

Recording
frequency

Sampling rate

Recording
frequency

Near precrash 100 - 2000 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

Crash (trigger
100 - 2000 Hz
100-3000ms)

100-500 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

Postcrash (10
to 30 s from 100 - 2000 Hz
trigger)

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

The project concludes that there are a number of target groups which for their elevated
accident or damage risks are more affected by the need for better collision investigation.
In the case of hazardous goods transports, coaches, buses and other commercial vehicles
EDR implementation will benefit from the decades long well established legal experiences
with the tachographs. A general implementation for passenger cars is presently not
indicated but may be considered if sufficient experiences have been collected from the
target group listed as follows:

1. Hazardous Goods
2. Coaches and Buses
3. Commercial Vehicles
4. Vans
5. Emergency. Service Vehicles
6. Motor Cyclists
7. Young Adults

The project also provides the legal competence for EC initiatives and identifies as well
some guidelines for legislative activities by member states in criminal and civil law, in
particular in insurance and liability law.
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Among the legal issues, the project studied with special attention data privacy concerns
which are regularly put on the table when EDR becomes a topic. From the outset of such
discussions, it should be stated that event or accident data recording is not an objective in
itself but for the good of society. Data are recorded to gain a greater understanding of how
accidents happen, for drawing practical consequences in a large number of fields from
that. The project made a clear statement therefore on what an accident is:
'Accident' means an unwanted or unintended sudden event or a specific chain of
such events which have harmful consequences."
This does not require continuous data recording. One of the important messages of this
project is that there is no driver surveillance projected. Data are only stored for a few
seconds of the duration before and after and only in case of accidents, i.e. events with
harmful consequences.
It is worthwhile to mention also at this point that the European Data Privacy Directive
provides for an official consultation body, the so-called Art. 29 Working Group. In a special
workshop, which the VERONICA team held with several members of the Art. 29 WG there
was a common understanding that EDR implementation as a benefit for society is legally
possible also under data privacy provisions if one handles all details carefully. This can
also be taken from the EDR discussions and legislations in the USA that the VERONICA
Project studied carefully.
Finally and to put EDR benefits into European reality the project proposes a follow-up
project together with member state authorities to define in parallel binding standards for
data generation, processing and handling.

Important milestones in the project history:
12. 2004 Signature of project proposal and grant agreement by DG Tren
01. 2005 Project Kick-Off, Munich
03. 2005 WP-Kick-Offs, Munich
03. 2005 Project Digital Working Space in service
05. 2005 Website and Project Flyer released
04./06./08. 2005 Steering meetings with DG Tren, Brussels
02. 2006 Joint WP/DG Tren Midterm-Meeting, Brussels
03. 2006 Data Privacy Workshop with Art. 29 WG, EAID, Berlin
07. 2006 Submission of Interim Report
10. 2006 Presentation of project findings, ITS World Congress, London
12. 2006 Handing-over of Final Report to DG Tren
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Caveat

.

The information contained in this Project Final Report has been collated following wideranging consultation with practitioners that includes collision investigators, enforcement
authorities, academic, medical and legal institutions, public and private sector
representatives and relevant EU Member State governmental organisations. Accordingly
this Report provides evidence and guidance on Project Veronica’s emerging findings; to
support this the Report also draws upon an exhaustive examination of known global EDR
trials, pilots and evaluations with Project research having been undertaken to ascertain all
known outcomes and experiences from the official uses of EDR devices at end-2005.
Where they are available the known evidence, drawn from a diverse range of public and
private sector organisations, has been incorporated within this Report to present a
definitive statement of current global expertise and knowledge of EDR technologies
experience.

The Project Final Report aims to present EDR’s most appropriate requirements and also to
collate and consolidate information that will aid the introduction of existing and future EDR
technologies. This includes requirements essential to the most effective evidential chain
that will ultimately satisfy collision investigation requirements and procedures.

This Project Final Report incorporates the emerging findings from Project Veronica’s
research to date, and although incomplete, represents an authoritative comment on the
current state of EDR technologies; consequently this Report is commended, in lieu of
contradictory information, as current ‘best evidence’
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1 Introduction
1.1

Genesis of the project

The genesis of the VERONICA project looks back over more than a decade of EC
dedication towards Event Data Recording (EDR) policy. First EDR related projects were
funded in 1991 and 1992. These and several other experiences with Event or Accident
Data Recorders by industry and road safety institutions paved the way for the EC to
emphasise the role of EDR for road safety policy in their White Paper 2001 on Road
Safety and the Road Safety Action Plan 2003. In 2004 the Directorate-General for Energy
and Transport (DG Tren) of the European Commission launched a Call for Proposals
explicitly asking for a broader project basis, and for this approach to be led by industry.
The project proposal submitted by Siemens VDO as main contractor and supported by
approximately 30 partners was accepted by DG Tren in late December 2004 and a two
years' project grant of 500.000 € was awarded. The VERONICA project was born –
Vehicle event recording based on intelligent crash assessment.

1.2

Understanding the variations in vehicle based data recorders

The basis of any type of vehicle data recorder is to monitor the status of the vehicle
systems, for example, road speed, engine speed, braking etc. Some devices can be fitted
with accelerometers capable of monitoring the significant changes in velocity during a
severe impact. The rate and duration of the data recording depends on the purpose for
which the device was fitted and how the data is intended to be used. There are numerous
requirements for ‘real world’ data from motor vehicle manufacturers, commercial transport
companies, science and medical groups, collision investigation and enforcement agencies,
insurance companies and road safety organisations. Whatever is the motivation from the
various interest groups for the data collection and data type the common thread is the
need for higher level accurate data.
Data recorders therefore are a very broad term and the variants and their functionality
come in a myriad of different types but essentially there are two distinct systems which, for
the purpose of this introduction, will be termed Journey Data Recorders (JDR) and Event
Data Recorders (EDR).

1.2.1 Journey Data Recording (JDR)
As the name suggests the journey data recorder records the vehicle status throughout the
course of a journey. The JDR records typically at one second intervals how the vehicle
has been driven and has the major benefits in commercial transport operations being able
to monitor driver and vehicle performance, to responsibly influence driver behaviour with
incentives and sanctions and increase the efficiency of the operation. Such monitoring
has benefits for road safety in particular the coaching and development of young and
inexperienced drivers. For collision analysis purposes the data recorded whilst of general
interest is largely insufficient in providing the level of detail required for the moments
during a specific event.
1.2.2 Event Data Recording (EDR)
In contrast an event data recorder only monitors vehicle status and does not record the
data flowing through it unless an event of sufficient magnitude occurs that triggers the
1

threshold of the sensors to activate a recording of the data. Typically the range of any
data capture would be some 20 seconds prior to the event to some 10 seconds after the
event. The rate of the recording can range from 20Hz to 500Hz providing high level data
which can be used to establish not only what happened but also how the design of the
vehicle performed and developing the relationship to the mechanisms of injury patterns.

1.3

Meaning of EDR in this project

The primary focus of Project Veronica relates to exploring the possibility of developing
EDR for enhanced understanding of collision investigation data but also recognising the
potential benefits for road safety. The depth of the considerations during the project will
invariably overlap into the potential uses of JDR and other driver monitoring approaches
but such considerations, whilst relevant and maybe referred to, largely remain for
subsequent projects.
As partners came from different areas, the common work required to agree on a common
workable term for the devices in question: Event Data Recorder (EDR), Sensing and
Diagnostic Modules (SDM), Accident Data Recorder (ADR), Incident Data Recorder (IDR)
or Journey Data Recorder (JDR). Unless otherwise stated and without prejudicing any
technology or application, the term "EDR" was decided for general use in the project for
any type of on-board data collecting device. The recommendation at the end of the report
comes up, however, with a definition tailored to European needs.

2

2 Project outline
The project objectives comprise the study of the wide area of possible effects on collision
investigation and road safety by EDR, available and necessary standards, solutions and
requirements and the recommendable legal framework. To achieve this, and as required
by the Call for Proposals, the project counts on the experiences of a broad set of partners
from accident research, enforcement, device and telematic industry, one manufacturer
each of passenger and commercial vehicles and buses, insurance, testing, medical and
legal professions from a large number of European countries.
The project work programme was established in the autumn of 2004 and forms part of the
grant agreement. The project was structured into four work packages – project
management, technical requirements, prevention aspects and legal requirements - and
work started in early January 2005. Work package meetings and distribution of work loads
were organised shortly afterwards. In the first half of 2005 a considerable number of
additional partners joined the project cost free, many of them as corresponding partners
from overseas.
The project has been presented at a large number of road safety conferences and
workshops, has a web based project homepage and a project flyer has been circulated.
While the project work focused in the first term on information collecting and drafting of
deliverables the second term was to draw conclusions from the findings and deepen
investigation where necessary. Project management, work package leaders and partners
cooperated closely for this.
The report structure includes previous reporting methodologies and also pursuance of an
integrative concept.
For the final report there will be a supplementary compilation of the entire raw material
provided by the partners. The supplementary material also contains an extensive
glossary.

3

3 "EDR"-Experiences in the past
3.1

Overview

To better understand technologies, conditions and effects, experiences with "EDR" and
other vehicle on-board data collecting devices were studied in Europe, North America and
the Pacific Basin countries. A technology-wise focus was laid on the mandatory
tachograph, on voluntary used Accident Data Recorders, on the large range of Event Data
Recorders and Sensing and Diagnostic Modules and visual systems.
A first assessment of the experiences shows that, apart from tachograph devices, data
recorders were not primarily invented as instruments to enhance road safety by controlling
drive and rest times but for use as means of collision research and obtaining enhanced
legal evidence.
3.2

American EDR and SDM

The use of the data from American EDR and SDM technologies was originally limited to
the vehicle manufacturers to better defend against product liability claims and product
performance. EDR/SDM are genuine OEM technologies integrated in other vehicle
electronics, mainly the airbag control unit. Later on it became evident that EDR data
would be of significant value for collision investigation and legal use also for enforcement
and private parties. Opportunities were recognised for standardisation initiatives as well
as for debates about constitutionality, consumer interests and data privacy. The
standardisation efforts are guided by competing interests, data requirements and
glossaries. These materials were studied during this project and whilst having been
proven to be useful but are not sufficient bases for the purposes of the European
VERONICA project.
Legal debates and legislative actions on constitutionality, consumer interests and data
privacy related to EDR in many of the US states as well as on federal level show that such
concerns have to be treated seriously but also that they can be satisfied if the data use is
balanced by a superior purpose such as crime investigation and road safety enhancement.
3.3

American Commercial Vehicle Information Systems

In pursuing tougher homeland security policy after the 9-11 terrorist incident, but also
because operators require more vehicle information, the US Department of Transport has
updated its National ITS Program which provides a new vision for surface transportation in
America. One of the elements deals with Commercial Vehicle Operations and includes
information systems owned and operated by governments, carriers and other
stakeholders. A report to Congress has been prepared. It describes the design for an
integrated collection of commercial vehicle information systems. Details as to sensors and
control elements are excluded from the report.
3.4

European Tachograph

The tachograph in Europe is the on-board data recording device with the longest history of
application. It was from the very beginning designed to record driving performance and to
be used in line with the enforced control of behavioural rules, i.e. the compliance with
driving and rest time and speed limit rules. The tachograph was implemented on a
mandatory basis. Drivers, fleet managers as well as enforcement authorities can easily
access the recordings and take actions based on the recordings. The device was soon
legally recognised in all European courts as a means of behavioural evidence.
4

Though not intended for collision reconstruction tachograph evidence relating to
Commercial Vehicles (CVs, >3.5 tonnes gross vehicle weight rating) and buses (with more
than 9 passenger seats) provided very valuable evidence and was indispensable to
European courts for the reconstruction of accidents; however, in many cases, the
tachograph data also proved to be insufficient for evidential purposes. The digital control
device which is intended to enhance road safety, substitutes the mechanical version since
May 2006 and despite advances in technology allows accident reconstruction to an even
lesser degree than the mechanical version (insufficient speed resolution, no triggers, no
lateral acceleration detection etc.).
3.5

European Accident Data Recorders (ADR)

From the outset the European ADRs were designed in particular as "legal" instruments for
enhanced collision investigation, and because of that, ADRs have a wider scope of data
recording capability than American EDR/SDM. ADR devices are not integrated into other
electronic applications, and in particular, the trigger elements are independent. There are
connections for passive detection of various vehicle functions. Different to EDRs in North
America, ADR use in Europe was not driven by the vehicle manufacturers but by the legal
professions.
The basic progress for collision investigation which can be achieved by enhanced Event or
Accident Data Recorders is shown in Table 1:
Without EDR

Human

Vehicle

Pre-Crash

Environment
Skid marks

Crash

Calculated •V

Post-Crash

Injury

Collision damage

Environment after
collision

With EDR

Human

Vehicle

Environment

Pre-Crash

Seat Belt Use
Steering
Braking
Airbag Data
Pre Tensioners

Speed
ABS
Other Controls
Crash Pulse
Measured •V
Yaw
Airbag Activation
Time
ACN/eCall

Conditions during
Crash

Crash

Post-Crash

Automatic Crash
Notification, ACN (=
eCall, Automatic
Emergency Call)

Location

ACN/eCall

Table 1: Haddon Matrices on Event Data Recording Capability (modified)
Source: Recording Automotive Crash Event Data, Augustus "Chip" Chidester,
NHTSA e.g. 2004

Whilst EDR/SDM was widely installed by the OEMs in North America, ADR in Europe
remained outside the scope of OEM interests. Nevertheless, ADRs gained some success
in vehicle fleets. ADRs were tested in European field experiments in the early nineties
(DRACO/SAMOVAR). Owing to their sophistication and also because of their specific
legal environments accompanied by a system of incentives and sanctions ADRs were
discovered as fleet management tools. As such their purpose is to assess and modify
driving behaviour, to help training or exchanging unsafe drivers and thus to indirectly
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reduce accidents and damages. In field experiments with young drivers it was revealed
that considerable data can be taken from the recordings for better tuition and training.
3.6

Pacific Basin Experiences

Experiences in some countries surrounding the Pacific Basin have not developed sufficient
maturity which could provide a relevant input into the project. Though road safety has
partly started to be of concern the devices developed (in particular visual systems) have
varying purposes (e.g. vehicle cabin monitoring) and do not provide a consistent set of
relevant accident data and sampling rates, have no field experience, do not respond to
western legal environment or are currently used only for research purposes.
3.7

Legal Environment

The deliverables show the relevance of an incentive/sanctioning scheme also from another
point of view. The receptiveness to paying attention depends on the civil liability system
and on the way it provides incentives and sanctions. US states with a no-fault system (i.e.
flat compensation without fault assessment) tend to have much higher insurance
premiums than those with a tort liability system. That means that EDR implementation has
to be considered with a more comprehensive view, including the impact of the law system.
One could talk of a national "fleet management system" that also relies on negligence
assessment and fault related obligations and which system provides the necessary tools to
do so. As shown in the tachograph and ADR cases, the necessary tools are available to
accomplish those management tasks.
3.8

Conclusions for VERONICA

To conclude for VERONICA, the focus is only on the experiences from North America and
Europe: the well documented experiences encompass the vast array of on-board event or
accident data collecting devices including American EDR/SDM and European tachographs
and ADRs. With regard to the respective legal and social conditions, some degree of
mature judgment can be given.
These experiences can generally be summed up in 9 points:
§

Significant improvement of accident reconstruction

§

Legal security

§

Attentive driving

§

Direct or indirect reduction of accidents and damages

§

Reduction of fuel consumption and vehicle maintenance

§

Real data for vehicle safety design

§

Real data for tuition and training

§

Superable legal (data privacy) concerns

§

Limited interest from OEM in Europe
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4 From road safety experiences to EDR user requirements
4.1

Overview:

Road safety concerns many stakeholders. The main groups are: law professions,
enforcement authorities, insurance industry, accident and behaviour research, testing
institutions, rescue and medical services and vehicle manufacturers. Their experiences
and requirements are summed up in this chapter - first as general experiences by the law
professions and subsequently from particular points of view.
4.2

General experiences from the law professions

As stated above, EDR use in Europe was not driven by the vehicle manufacturers, and the
term commonly used, is also different. The initiative for "Accident Data Recorders" (ADRs)
was lead by the law enforcement authorities, i.e. – police, court judges, lawyers, insurance
industry, private and public collision investigators and public-private road safety
institutions. The initiative was based on the positive experiences resulting from aircraft
black boxes ability to resolve accidents, on the tachographs used in courts for identifying
the cause of accidents with commercial vehicles and buses and, lesser known, on
recording devices for trains. As far as EDR or "semi-EDR" (e.g. SDM fitted for other
purposes) are concerned, courts increasingly complain that electronic data reportedly
already stored in modern vehicles is not retrievable by Non-OEM-experts and that it is
almost impossible to find an appropriate expert for court statements. The claim for EDR
(ADR) ever since has been the ability to speed up legal procedures, to get easy and
reliable access to data, to fight discovery abuse and insurance fraud and to provide for
victims' rights and fair trials. This is seen to become achievable by broad implementation
of EDR and the mandatory data download for accidents where additional information is
required.
From the legal security point of view the experiences which would be transferable to a
European EDR therefore are:
§

Fair trials

§

Victims' rights

§

Fighting discovery abuse

§

Fighting insurance fraud and other crimes

§

Procedures speeded up with standardised technology

As far as data requirements are concerned, details remain with collision experts. But for
procedural and practical purposes of court worthiness the following provisions have proven
to be reasonable or would be required:
§

Tamper proof, i.e. approved and certified high level technology

§

Correct correlation between data and time of collision

§

Standardised technology

§

Approved and certified EDR experts

§

Clear rules for data use

§

Data download on request only (police, court, parties, insurance)
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4.3

Enforcement

4.3.1 Overview
Enforcement focuses on two fields of traffic safety action:
§

Accident and incident investigation

§

Accident prevention

Both fields are closely linked with each other. Prevention measures can only be taken if
common causes have been investigated, e.g. why the laws, which are supposed to
prevent accidents, are broken. The impact of EDR on criminal law therefore cannot be left
aside although it is not in the scope of EC legislation.
4.3.2 Accident and incident investigation:
Public security is impaired apart from negligent attention to road traffic rules, in particular
by the following groups of road traffic related offences:
§

Hit-and-run-collisions

§

Manslaughter

§

Dangerous intervention in or threat of road traffic safety

§

Drink and/or drug driving

§

Provoked collisions with fraudulent intentions

§

Fraudulent vehicle thefts

§

Fraudulent vehicle manipulations

§

International criminal vehicle movement and fraud

§

Overloading or wrong load distribution

§

Violation of social legislation for CV drivers

4.3.2.1 Benefits from ADR/EDR
Once a suspected vehicle’s EDR is accessible data can provide valuable information on a
number of 'missing links', including low impact collisions, time stamping in relation to
impacts (e.g. kerb hitting) and critical driving incidents. With the collected information
ADR/EDR would make crime fighting considerably more effective.
4.3.3 Accident Prevention
Recording of accident relevant data for a preventive approach requires a damage event as
a pre-requisite. But these damage events may be prevented through appropriate road
safety measures. This is an oxymoron and therefore an exclusively repressive approach
for EDR/ADR application is not entirely appropriate under the terms of the EC Road Safety
Action Programme 2003.
From what we know today, it is almost exclusively human failure that causes road
accidents. The objective to reduce damages can therefore only be achieved in a
continuous process of enhanced implementation, adaptation and conditioning of road
users into the road traffic system. This is usually possible with drivers who know their
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driving performance is to be monitored but currently there is minimal impact where this is
done.
To set prevention policy into practical road safety work one has to focus on the main
accident causes. These are:
§

Velocity

§

Priority and junction actions

§

Following too close (‘Tailgating’)

§

Change of direction / U turn

§

Overtaking

§

Passing by (mainly on urban dual carriage ways)

§

Drinks and drugs

§

Weather

§

Technical failures

The predominant requisite for efficiency in traffic and security monitoring is a sound and
retraceable database; consequently concepts for traffic monitoring can be developed
which make use of ADR/EDR.
One of the fields for closer investigation would be the causes of accident involvement of
specific target groups. The group of 18 - 24 year olds for example, represents about 8 %
of the total population in Germany. But this group causes 25% of all 2.2 million traffic
accidents, 26% of fatal accidents, 28% of accidents with personal injuries and is involved
in 1/3 of all fatal traffic accidents (i.e., also as victims – typically there is more than one
occupant in a vehicle involved in a collision). The following figure shows the relevance of
the involvement of young adults in accidents with personal injuries and their main causes.
Accidents with fatalities 2005
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Fig. 1: Main causation factors of collisions with fatalities
Source: Statistisches Bundesamt 2005 Fachserie 8 (based on police reports)
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'Weather' in fig. 1 above of course is not a valid cause for accidents. It is an example for
young road users not to cope with the environment and a reason why accurate data for
correct interpretation is needed.
The full report shows an extensive "Safety action matrix for selected main causes of
accidents with personal injuries/fatalities" by relevance of accident cause, target groups,
present intervention measures and new intervention measures with ADR/EDR.
4.3.3.1 Benefits from ADR/EDR
The main benefits from ADR/EDR are quality data relating particularly to accident hot
spots and focused on causation. Similar benefits could come from data necessary for
monitoring commercial bus and goods transports and especially small transporters (vans).
This class of vehicle represents a significant category of risk because of a variety of
limitations and rules for normal transport that do not apply to small transporters including
general driver licensing requirements.
4.4

Insurance experiences and requirements

4.4.1 Overview
The primary purpose of the insurance industry is risk-assessment and risk-reduction, and
in this circumstance there is a clear intersection with public road safety policy.
The use of EDR-devices is a way of analysing typical road safety risks. Prevention effects
from EDR-systems, together with the typical prevention tools of the insurance industry, can
create synergy effects on the reduction of accidents and accident costs.
The insurance industry offers its products to all areas of the economy. Therefore,
prevention effects focus not only on driver’s behaviour but also on road infrastructure and
vehicle design. In the cases of product liability and government liability via road safety, the
indirect prevention effects may be even greater than the direct preventive influence on the
driver.
There are a number of ways the preventive effect of insurance can work:
§

The offer or decline of insurance protection

§

The conditions of insurance protection

§

The cost of premium, special discounts or additional premium

§

The loss of insurance protection e.g. in cases of gross negligence

How effective the preventive influence of insurance in general, and EDR-devices in
particular can be, depends on various influences, e.g. on the financial and legal
sensitiveness of the policyholder. It may be greater if the policyholder is a commercial or
governmental entity than if it is a private individual. In addition to this, the preventive
influence depends on how much the legal framework emphasises the personal liability or
personal damage compensation.
The use of EDR-devices also has an influence on the service provided by the insurance
companies. They get better information about accidents and can therefore improve their
claims settlement and risk-assessment. In particular in fighting insurance fraud where
EDR-devices can have a considerable preventative effect.
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The insurance industry sees the EDR world from two perspectives:
§

Pay-as-you-drive: Usage based insurance premiums

§

Accident reconstruction for negligence assessment

4.4.2 ‘Pay-as-you-drive’
‘Pay-as-you-drive’ is on a contractual basis and agreed with the customer. The driver
regains some liberty on the consequences of his own behaviour. It is up to the driver to
determine how, when and where he or she drives to enabling the insurance premium to be
influenced. Customers are not forced any more to pay for high risks of others. Data
transfer is provided via telematics to insurance companies and returned to the customer
(GSM/GRPS, Internet, e-mail). Parameters are typically not accident but behaviour
related and in particular:
§

Kilometres driven

§

Travel times (day/night, weekend)

§

Road type (urban, country, motorway)

§

Average / highest speed

§

Seat occupation

§

Driving dynamics (acceleration/deceleration)

§

Wireless data transmission once or twice a year

§

Vehicle related, only holder agreement, no driver-spectacles needed

§

Holder to inform driver

’Pay-as-you-drive’ is an EDR application beyond accident-event recording. It is an option
that could be combined with accident data recording, as several of the parameters could
be shared. Data privacy concerns are of no relevance as long as drivers have other
options.
4.4.3 Accident reconstruction
Accident reconstruction and claim settlements require information about the accident, i.e.
accident-event data recording. The need comes from both the legal and the practical side.
Victims have a direct right of action against the insurer; and drivers and policyholders have
a direct right of recourse against the insurer (Third party insurance).
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Motor third party insurance
Rights of claim and recourse –
Duties of notification and fact presentation

Driver

Victim
• Victim has a direct right of action
against the insurer

Policy holder

• Driver and policy holder have a
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Insurance
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10.04.2006 16:19:26

• Duty of notification and fact
presentation for driver and policy holder
© wgv-Versicherungen

Fig. 2: Motor Third Party Insurance, Rights and Duties
© Württembergische Gemeindeversicherung, 2006

In order to settle the claims insurance companies need the cooperation from drivers and
policy holders. There are legal duties for them to cooperate with the insurer:
§

Notification of claim

§

Ensuring all relevant facts are clearly presented

§

Damage limitation

§

To follow instructions from the insurer

Up to now there is little the driver or policy holders can do in practice except to deliver
written statements; furthermore there are no means to force the driver or holder to cooperate and insurance companies can only rely on insurance coverage being compulsory.
In ‘own-motor’ insurance however, the insurer can refuse to pay and take instead recourse
against the driver if he does not cooperate.
In principle, this applies also to cases where information from the opponent or his car is
required. The legal mechanisms are of indirect nature:
§

Burden of proof

§

Shift of burden of proof

§

Legal disadvantages due to obstruction of evidence

§

Causing damage deliberately

§

Access via victim's insurer
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Enforcing customers’ liabilities and the ability to seek opponents’ cooperation, using the
tangible data provided by ADR/EDR, will be beneficial for a just legal settlement.

Insurance Data Flow Scheme
PAYD service center
GPS

Calculation of data
relevant for rates

Position
transmitted
with other
data via
GSM

Calculation of
premium on the
basis of individual
Installation by vehicle workshops information and
contract data

Billing data
forwarded to
insurance
company

Insurance

Black box with
GPS receiver

€
Policyholder

Bills dispatched on the
basis of data usage

Fig. 3: Insurance data flow scheme
The principle of data flow is basically the same for a pay-as-you-drive (PAYD) or an accident
data recording scheme, only the data and the transfer frequency differ to a smaller or larger
extent. © Siemens Business Services, 2006

4.4.4 Law Prevention Incentives
Unlike North America there is no reported research work in Europe on the influence of
differing insurance law systems on premium rates (and thus accident and damage rates).
’No-fault’ systems with more or less flat damage compensation would have to be
examined against tort law systems with individual liability assessment. France introduced
a no-fault system some 15 years ago, but no experiences were accessible; in Sweden it is
an issue known only amongst experts and has been a controversial issue between
government and opposition parties since 1999.
Germany is presently drafting an amendment to its insurance treaty law. The amendment
would require insurance companies to make measured negligence assessments for
gradual compensation payments. If no assessment is completed the insured can claim
compensation for the entire damage and the insurer has no right to renounce the contract
because of breach of obligations by the insured. This would apply mainly to own motor
insurance. The insurance industry has rejected the draft, and as a result of the
amendment the prevention effect is feared to be considerably reduced. It is expected that
due to a lack of objective criteria gradual compensation rules will be hardly practical and
also not lead to more legal reliability. Though the amendment has a direct effect only on
own-motor insurance contracts and not on mandatory motor insurance for damages
towards others (because of a special law), the overall effect on prevention would be the
same. VERONICA was advised by the insurance industry that insurance companies might
even proactively promote the non-assessment of negligence among their customers, due
to the lack of objective assessment capability.
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4.5

Target Groups from enforcement and insurance points of view:

From enforcement and insurance the following target groups have been identified as of
special relevance and suggested priority for ADR/EDR use and road safety
enhancements:

4.6

§

Hazardous goods transports, buses and coaches, also because the digital
tachograph will not have sufficient accident reconstruction properties.

§

Commercial fleets and in particular vans; some sections of fleets find
themselves at the limit of insurability. Such high risk business, as e.g. rental
car fleets, can often only be operated economically with the application of EDR.

§

Emergency service vehicles

§

Motorcyclists are often involved in a large number of severe traffic accidents (in
the summer months 32% of all serious accidents involve motorcyclists despite
them in many countries only representing some 1% of the vehicle population).
The severity of injury results in many cases from excessive speed.

§

Young drivers under the age of 23 cause 25% of all car accidents with personal
injuries. EDR should become mandatory for them.

§

Vehicles kept by public authorities, as ‘best practice’ examples

§

Private cars of fire-fighters. Many accidents occur when firemen respond to the
fire department in case of emergency because many of these accidents
happen under reference to privileges, depending on national law.

§

Elderly Drivers; the segment is increasing with the ageing of society

§

Road safety benefits from enhancements in training, tuition, vehicle and
infrastructure design

§

General implementation of EDR under the aspect of public road maintenance.
EDR could be a possibility to prevent consequential accidents and prevent
indirectly from public liability.

Accident and behaviour research

4.6.1 Overview
The experiences with Event and Accident Data Recorders show that depending on their
technical configuration they can be of valuable use for behavioural research directed
towards changing behaviour and reducing risks if integrated with a proactively managed
process incorporating driver feedback, sanctions and incentives. Field experiments with
low trigger thresholds and partly also with statistical memories were conducted with fleets
or with groups of young drivers. Events below the accident level were recorded, evaluated
by experts and discussed with the drivers. In fleets extended EDR data evaluation
resulted in detection of risky itineraries or times of the week followed by risk related
organisational or training measures on behalf of the fleet operator or an insurance
company.
The conclusions from two field experiments with EDRs for young drivers (1999-2001)
provide some positive indications, but they also show that more research is needed.
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§

Considerable collision reduction in both the experimental (equipped -23%) and
in the control group (not equipped -20%).

§

Considerable short comings in braking application.

§

Number of total participants (2x800) was statistically not significant.

§

Participation was voluntary and a possible effect by auto-selection in the sense
of non-representative safety- and technology-awareness of the participants was
not assessed. In fact enquiries among the participants at various stages of the
project showed a high rate of acceptance for EDR.

§

No real legal environment as stimulus, neither from general laws (criminal and
civil liability) nor from the insurance side (incentives/disincentives).

4.6.2 Attention deficit and performance research
The human is the significant factor in collision causation but also the weakest link in the
investigators ability to determine the actual cause. A recent study defined driver attention
deficits as:
§

Driver engagement in secondary tasks (those tasks not necessary to the
primary task of driving)

§

Driver drowsiness

§

Driving-related inattention to the forward roadway

§

Non-specific eye glance away from the forward roadway

The study showed that driver inattention was a highly significant underlying factor in
crashes and near crashes but is not necessarily reflected in the recorded crash records.
The reason for lack of inattention being recorded is largely due to the inability to be able to
quantify the data for the degree of inattention.
Experiences in combating attention deficits by means of EDR application in large fleets
can be concluded as follows: Collision reductions were achieved, driving personnel can
be trained and driver behaviour adapted if the drivers are regularly taught about the
functionalities of the devices provided that regular evaluation is provided as part of and
integral to the process. The measures in short are:
§

Regular training

§

Monitoring as part of data management

§

Providing driver feedback for influencing driving behaviour

The results were transformed into regulations for driving and behaviour as well as into
specific driving training.
This experiment was conducted by NHTSA. Drivers of 100 vehicles were equipped with
video and sensor devices and tracked for more than one year. The study, which was
released in April 2006, is described as a breakthrough research on Real-World Driver
Behaviour. Almost 80% of all collisions were found to have occurred due to driver in15

attention. As a practical consequence, enhanced warning systems are proposed. But no
reference to JDR or EDRs is made.
EDRs could, however, record such warnings together with typical accident data. Video
supported Journey or Drive Data Recorders could record the entire driving task and cabin
situation. The driver has thus the chance to remember the specific situation and to
recapitulate it.
EDRs, in the sense of Journey or Drive Data Recorders, are regarded to become potential
coaching tools for training purposes in driving schools, fleets and as a legal option to
reintegrate banned drivers that have a sufficient score of offences.
In Germany drink driving accounts for more than 150,000 prosecuted summary and
criminal cases per year (plus an enormous number of unreported cases) whilst at the
same time they represent a high potential for danger. Further, there is a comparatively
high chance (30-50%) of recurrence.
By comparing the individual driving profile with a group’s standard, motivations for
individual enhancements of the driving behaviour can be released. The awareness on the
interdependency between driving behaviour, comfort and the economically relevant fuel
consumption could be raised as well. The device would become an assistant to support
the driver with his short comings for improving his driving behaviour. For devices which
dispose of feedback options to be applied by the user consideration would have to be
given to the level and the duration of the recording as well as on the form of
comprehensive presentation of the information to the user. The presently available
technology can however be used already for ‘pay-as-you-drive’ insurance schemes (see
above 4.4.2 seq.).
EDRs in the sense of Journey or Drive Data Recorders have underachieved their potential
for prevention policies; therefore more European based experiments are necessary. In the
long run such experiments will contribute to statistical and in-depth research on driving
behaviour and attention deficits. This is an evolutionary process of interdisciplinary
cooperation and development and societal acceptance. Some considerations on this have
been compiled by Professor Dr.-Ing. Guenther Sabow in the annex to this report as an offspring of VERONICA.
4.6.3 Accident definition
In order to provide practical guidelines for near future road safety policies, differences
have to be acknowledged between technologies for accident and collision investigation
with indirect prevention impacts on one side and technologies for data recording for
behavioural research on the other. A distinction is necessary to define what should be
regarded as an 'accident-event' and what as other types of events which might be termed
'incidents' As far as 'accident-events' are concerned, one could modify the example from
railway safety which links action and effect (Art. 3 k, Council Directive 95/18/EC on
Railway Safety, OJ L 164, 30.4.2004):
'Accident' means an unwanted or unintended sudden event or a specific chain of
such events which have harmful consequences."
'Incident' by contrast means, according to the same Directive (Art. 3 m), "any occurrence,
other than accident or serious accident, associated with the operation of trains and
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affecting the safety of operation". Incidents are, in other words, risky performances which
only by luck do not result in 'harmful consequences'.
The problem lies with the translation of 'harmful consequences' into measurable values for
standardised trigger sensitivity. 0.7 g is regarded as the maximum natural handling force.
From real-life experiences the following statements can be given:

4.7

§

"Harmful consequences" comprise also light damages and light personal
injuries.

§

Triggering levels in different types of US Event Data Recorders vary between
1.5 and up to 5 g1; algorithm is activated if 2 successive measures exceed 2 g
(Ford, GM); this may therefore lead to the exclusion of the recording of low
speed collisions and collisions with pedestrians.

§

No g-values for trigger thresholds yet agreed upon by standardisation bodies.

§

Trigger sensitivity depends on mass ratio vehicle: obstacle (if vehicle has mass
1 and obstacle tends towards 0 there is no g-value measurable).

§

For low speed collisions no trigger definitions have been discussed yet that not
only comprise g-values and •v2 but also acceleration gradients and peak
durations.

§

Provided the trigger threshold is reached, airbag units have to trigger firing
within a few 10 milliseconds, whereas EDRs/ADRs trigger algorithms have to
examine the whole impact duration, which is 5-10 times longer.

§

Physical conditions set limits to accident recording under any circumstances.

§

Details, in particular intelligent EDR triggers, are to be standardised, according
to vehicle categories.

Periodical vehicle testing

4.7.1 Overview
The regular vehicle testing lacks proper information on accidents that might have long
lasting consequences on the safety of the vehicle if it is not properly repaired. Due to
general operating conditions and certain events vehicle components can come under
specific stress, for instance the brake system or also parts of the chassis. Testing
procedures, employing EDR data, will take this into account and come to more efficient
safety solutions. To sum up, benefits and requirements are as follows:
4.7.2

Benefits:
§

Optimisation of regular vehicle testing by recognising:
- Accidents and direction of impact
- Critical vehicle dynamics
- Indication for stress on components

1

Acceleration or deceleration; 1g = 9,81m/sec 2

2

Delta V, change of velocity
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§

4.7.3
§

4.8

Operating status of safety relevant functions

Detection of manipulation or malfunction of other vehicle devices; testing with
real time values to check proper operation of systems.
Requirements:
EDR/ADR ‘self-test’ capabilities as a basic test step for periodical technical
inspection according to Directive (EC) 96/96.

§

Integration of EDR into the vehicle homologation process.

§

Identification if EDR or ADR system is installed (if voluntary).

§

Necessary reference information on device properties.

§

Communication with the system to interpret internal status and to check for
functionality (e.g. malfunctioning light).

§

Communication via one standardised diagnostic interface (e.g. FMS interface).

§

Homologation and calibration for system accuracy.

§

Periodical device testing according to Directive (EC) 96/96.

Rescue and medical experiences and requirements

Fast and appropriate rescue from an accident location is closely linked to fast and
appropriate information about the accident. Information, generated for and stored by EDR,
could also be used for rescue and medical requirements.
4.8.1 Practical experiences
The need for automatic rescue notification has been studied and quantified. The need is
apparent in accidents involving unconscious or trapped persons:

Table 2: E-Call Potential (Germany) - Accidents with Personal Injury
Source: Prof. Otte, MUH, Hanover

The result of this study showed that in 5.4% of all traffic collisions with personal injury
there could be a potential for the deployment of technical intervention and/or equipment for
the rescue of injured persons from vehicles. In these accidents the occupants were
unable to rescue themselves independently using their own strength and none of the
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passengers were capable of delivering a message to the rescue centre. These
circumstances correspond to 23,311 persons in Germany in the year 2002 injured in the
course of traffic collisions. The proportion of unconscious or entrapped persons in urban
areas is 3.5% and in rural areas 11.8%.
Rescue experiences currently show communication shortcomings in the following fields:
§

Collision severity to be transmitted to the dispatching centre

§

False reporting concerning
- incident location and
- injury status.

§

Information deficits in the course of the rescue operation
- applicable rescue means
- conditions reported in the emergency call
- accurate situation at rescue site
- capacities in possible admitting hospitals
- emergency patients to be expected in the admitting hospital
- pre-clinical treatment result

§

Communication
- unstructured
- exclusively verbal and based on outdated technology (BOS radio,
Germany) often synchronous with moderate transmission quality
- unstructured information passing on over several stations (“Chinese
whisper” problem)

§

Documentation
- - complex and redundant
- - nevertheless incomplete and frequently inaccurate
- - difficult to evaluate.

The type of the ‘rescue means’ used does not make any difference. The deployment of
the emergency physician is of paramount importance for reducing road fatalities and how
quickly attendance to the casualty’s injuries in order to sustain vital functions.
It is the role of the physician to examine the patient and to place the correct diagnosis for
treatment. Each poly-trauma requires a comprehensive examination by the emergency
physician. Too much information could limit this. Emphasis is placed on the speed of
attendance and subsequent transport to a suitable hospital within the 'Golden Hour'. The
automatic or manual information transfer (e-call, see 4.8.2 below) has to be triggered by a
reliable mechanism that as far as possible validates and safeguards against false alarms,
the EDR sensors could be part of that mechanism.
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Fig. 4: Requirements of the Golden Hour
Source: Prof. Otte, MUH, Hanover
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Fig. 5: Total Rescue Time at the Scene
Source: Prof. Otte, MUH, Hanover

At present it is assumed that in Germany the “rescue time at the scene of the collision”
lasts on average 26 minutes based on the experience of a trauma centre MUH. This
seems to be independent of the individual countries, as can be shown in the comparison of
Australia, the US and Germany. This can thus be applied with high probability to the
majority of European Member States. The time frame for the arrival of emergency
physicians and paramedics on the place of accident after alert can be stated for the
German situation within < 15 minutes. The time frame will most probably vary and differ
significantly in those countries involving long distances from/to medical care, where no
developed rescue services exist and a minimal network of rescue centres.
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4.8.2 E-Call requirements
Independently to the VERONICA findings the e-call experts have come to similar
conclusions. E-Call (Emergency Call) is an initiative by EC DG Information Society within
its eSafety policy. The purpose of E-Call is to enhance rescue operations by direct
automatic or manual rescue calls from a vehicle involved in a collision to the nearest
emergency call centre to dispatch appropriate rescue forces to accident location. In the
United States the same idea is called 'Automatic Crash Notification' (ACN). There will be
and has to be a logical connection between eCall and in-car accident data recorders. The
data that is generated by the sensors and transmitted to an emergency call centre are also
partial data that is stored in the event data recorder.
The introduction and use of in-vehicle eCall for deployment of emergency assistance will
save lives and reduce social burden by improving the notification of road accidents and
speeding up emergency service response. There is an urgent need for a European
solution in order to contribute to the EU Road Safety initiative to reduce the 39,200 people
killed, 3.3 million casualties and annual costs relating to traffic accidents of more than 180
billion Euro. This is why the eSafety Forum adopted eCall as the highest priority amongst
the eSafety measures contained in the recent eSafety Communication.
When activated, the in-vehicle eCall system will establish a voice connection directly with
the relevant PSAP (Public Safety Answering Point), this being either a public or a private
eCall centre operating under the regulation and/or authorisation of a public body. At the
same time, a minimum set of incident data (MSD) will be sent to the eCall operator
receiving the voice call. The Minimum Set of Data (MSD) is intended to enable the
emergency services to assess the seriousness of the accident and thus to take
appropriate and tailored action.
4.8.3 E-Call Target Group
All severely injured persons and/or polytrauma victims and those who are unable through
their medical or incapacitated situation to alert the rescue team. Approximately 4 % of all
incidents with personal injury count for polytraumatised victims and in approximately 5-6 %
of all incidents with personal injury the victims are unable to extricate themselves.
Telecommunication systems that allow the automatic data delivery of the incident and
location to be promptly conveyed to the existing logistics system and simultaneously
transmit information about the condition of the victim(s) can ensure that maximum benefits
required for clinical treatment within the 'Golden Hour' are achievable. This issue was
covered also by the eCall project. The study conducted for VERONICA, points out a
benefit of time reduction and the need for automatic information of an accident event for
approximately 5-6% of all accidents with personal injuries.
4.8.4 Medical research requirements
EDR by providing quality data can be of use for medical databases, for enhancing injury
risk assessments and analysis of safety technology. EDRs record data in the pre crash,
crash and the post crash phase of an accident, and all phases provide useful data for
different research applications.
According to, among others, ISO/TC 22/SC 12/WG 7 acceleration-time history is in most
situations the most relevant crash severity parameter for injury causation research and
useful to:
§

Study correlation with injury outcome, which shows injury tolerance limits (level
of crash severity a human can be exposed to without being injured).
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§

Evaluate crashworthiness of both cars and road side objects

§

Evaluate effectiveness of safety technology aimed at preventing injuries.

An EDR could easily provide the acceleration-time history (longitudinal or transverse
acceleration or deceleration over time), a parameter that is not among the eCall
specifications. Reconstruction programmes cannot reconstruct acceleration-time history,
but only a final •V (difference in velocity), and they usually underestimate the •V with
between 10 and 30 %. EDRs enables the possibility to measure parameters not possible
to obtain with traditional reconstruction methodologies and also significantly increases the
measurement accuracy. In Sweden extensive experience with data from 1,000 crashes
out of 250,000 crash pulse recorders have been collected since 1992.
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An example with data from two frontal crashes indicates the relevance of also using the
acceleration-time history in crash investigations and analyses: Crash A resulted in longterm neck injury symptoms, while the occupant in crash B was uninjured. Both crashes
had a change of velocity of approximately 45 km/h. It illustrates that using •V in isolation
as a crash severity parameter could be misleading (Fig.6-8). Evaluation of injuries, such
as whiplash injuries, requires objective impact severity assessments. •V/t could at least
contribute to objectify the whole assessment procedure and to minimise potentially
misleading conclusions on injury causation and responsibility. It is agreed that indications
on the position or constitution of the occupant are also relevant.
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Recorded change of velocity from the
crash pulse head acceleration in the
dummy versus recorders.
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Fig. 7: Recorded acceleration-time history in
crash A and B.
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Fig. 8: Simulated dummy response in crash A and B.
Source Fig. 6-8: Anders Kulgren, Folksam

ISO/TC 22/SC 12/WG 7 has been discussing since 2001 the sampling rate for the trigger
or crash moment. The relevance of a recording frequency (mean values from sampled
measuring values) has not been discussed and no formal recommendations have been
issued.
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VERONICA investigations have shown that sampling rates and recording frequencies are
not necessarily identical. In any case they should be optimised to the required minimum
data. High resolution rates are limited to those channels where they are indispensable.
The following table shows the realistic ranges for both, sampling rates and recording
frequencies:

Acceleration channels

Other channels

Sampling rate

Recording
frequency

Sampling rate

Recording
frequency

Early precrash
phase (more
than 30 s to
trigger)

n.a.

n.a.

1 Hz

1 Hz

Near precrash
phase

100 - 2000 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

Crash phase
(trigger phase
100-3000ms)

100 - 2000 Hz

100-500 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

Postcrash
phase (10 to 30
s from trigger)

100 - 2000 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

Table 3: Sampling rates and recording frequencies
Source: Armin Kast

4.9

Vehicle Manufacturers

In general terms the prevailing impression is that EU Member States vehicle
manufacturers do not regard themselves as EDR users nor see marketing prospects for
them. The majority of EU OEMs refrained from contributing to the project; a contradictory
position to North America where the OEMs cooperated fully, but also in contrast to the
position of those OEMs who did contribute to the project.
As far as commercial vehicles and buses are concerned several manufacturers have
already agreed on a common interface standard to interface electronic devices to internal
CAN bus information. This would be open also to EDR/ADR applications. The passenger
car industry has not reported on a common interface standard yet.
The sole passenger car manufacturer contributing to the project states that:
§

EDR should not be integrated into the vehicle network.

§

EDR should have only read-out allowance for individual signals.

§

The interface properties depend on the data that is finally needed and can be
defined in the CAN-bus hierarchy.

§

From the actual status mid speed CAN would be sufficient.

§

Future requirements for homologation may possibly take from the EC-digital
tachograph requirements as template.

§

This applies also to internal energy reserve.
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4.10 Implications from or for other road safety projects
Overview: Quite a large number of European projects are dedicated to enhance road
safety by means of advanced electronic technologies. Progress is fast and generally
promising and several projects have a timescale clash with VERONICA. Therefore, only a
snapshot of current progress is possible. In one way or another all projects require or
provide digital information for internal or external processing. EDRs, as data collecting
devices, could be used both ways: for providing vehicle data to external users (active
EDR) or by recording information coming from external sources (passive EDR).
Once it has become clearer which purposes the new technologies and applications are
intended for each will have to be carefully studied on a case-by-case basis to determine
what contribution EDRs might deliver. EDR in its basic form does not necessarily need
these additional applications, but there must be an appreciation that there must be an
assessment that of the need or assumption that an EDR/ADR installation is part of the
technological evolution.
The major projects and their impact on EDR currently identified are:
§

eCall, see 4.8 above

§

EVI – Electronic Vehicle Identification, a study driven by Public Authorities,
requires EDR type black box, stores vehicle identification data and is capable
of transmit data outside the vehicle (active EDR); possible benefit for
investigations of hit-and-run-accidents; has a strong relation to data privacy
affairs.

§

The Intelligent Vehicle communicates automatically with other vehicles
(car2car) or with infrastructure as advanced means of active safety; long lists of
applications for assistance and warning have been established and realisation
is progressing; to record all communication would imply a journey data type
recorder; its objective would be to investigate driver actions and reactions
(passive EDR).

§

SpeedAlert and Intelligent Speed adaptation (ISA)
EDR could record warnings (passive EDR).

§

OBTU- On-Board Telematics Unit; a project to identify possible users of an
integrated platform technology; EDR could benefit from localisation properties
and for comprehensive data logging; probably not suitable for autonomous
accident data recording; to date the project is not very advanced.

§

RESIST is a supporting action designed to identify opportunities for intelligent
transport systems (ITS) to prevent, detect, mitigate and reduce security threats
from terrorism in Europe. Vehicle data recorders offer the potential to provide
evidence as part of the prosecution process. Terrorism and crime fighting are
key drivers and Veronica should monitor and analyse to see how this can fit
their purposes.

§

SafetyNet and Pendant; the projects address the shortfall in accident data and
will develop the structure of the European Road Safety Observatory to provide
a coordinated set of accident information resources for the EU, to meet the
needs for data that supports public policy.
SafetyNet and Pendant should study and analyse the EDR concept on the
accident data that will be gathered and stored in the EDR. This data may be
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used to serve as input for the comprehensive database. The major benefit is
that the ADR data is an EU data format, producing uniform data from a
standardised device. This will enhance the quality of the overall data for
accident analysis in addition to police intervention. (active EDR).
§

SARAC II Project, Quality Criteria for the Safety Assessment of Cars
based on Real-World Crashes, Phase II, EC co-financed, conducted by
CEA/SARAC (Comité Europeen des Assurance/Safety Rating Advisory
Committee), Project Summary Report, March 2006
With reference to EDR the SARAC recommendations are as follows:
"Encourage the widespread adoption of EDR technology in all new vehicles
and its inclusion in crash statistics for enhanced safety ratings.
Event Data Recorders (EDRs) offer considerable scope for providing definitive
information on crash severity, travel, speed, airbag deployment, restraint
wearing, and other performance information in a crash. Currently, these details
are only available from in-depth investigations of crashes and then usually
estimated, rather than derived directly from on-board technology. The
requirement for all new vehicles to have this technology fitted would open the
way for the inclusion of these details in police reports and databases and
eliminate much of the guesswork associated with estimating these parameters.
This would provide a significant advancement in crash data analysis and
improve the process of safety rating substantially."

§

ETAC, European Truck Accident Causation Study, an EC co-financed
scientific study conducted by IRU (International Road Transport Union) in
several countries, examines a number of data resources among which the data
recorded on the tachograph diagram sheets are the only real-life data. The
ETAC objectives are to identify the main causes of accidents involving trucks
by analysing the different phases prior and during a collision, to develop a
scientific, widely accepted and benchmarked methodology, to develop a
homogeneous European database for in-depth investigation and to give the
possibility to policy makers to take effective measures to reduce accidents
involving trucks. Preliminary results show that truck accidents are usually
severe accidents, but it is not automatically the truck driver who is responsible
for an accident. The fault can be allocated by roughly one third each to the
truck driver, to other road users and to shared responsibility. The final ETAC
report is expected by the end of 2006.

§

Digital Control device for commercial vehicles and buses; though this is
not a future project but a device that has started to replace the mechanical
tachograph version in May 2006 could be the platform for event data recording
in this class of vehicles. The mechanical version with the diagram sheet had
already frequently been used for collision investigation and for delivering expert
opinions for legal purposes.
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4.11 Data Privacy Provisions
4.11.1 Overview
New information technologies are the tools that the 'Information Society' uses to develop
its economic and social progress, trade expansion and well-being of individuals. To
remove obstacles in personal data flows, but also to prevent from abuse of information, the
European legislator has established with EC Directive 95/46 provisions to safeguard data
privacy law for the implementation of new technologies. Any information that can be
directly or indirectly related to an identified or identifiable person is covered by these
provisions. Reservations to exceptions where the EC has no competence are made (e.g.
national security and criminal law). In Art. 29/30 a standing working group consisting of
the Member State Data Privacy Commissioners has been set up to consult the EC
Commission and to contribute to uniform national application. The Art. 29 Working Group
is prepared to give consultation to the project provided the WG is officially appointed.
From the legal point of view it is basically irrelevant which specific data is stored. With
reference to the collection of excessive data, Art. 6 Sec. 1 lit. b and c, EC 95/46 provides
the principles of purpose and proportionality. This means that the rights of a "data subject"
(=person) for data privacy compete with, and has to contribute to other fundamental rights,
freedoms and obligations which are presented below.
4.11.2 Fundamental rights, freedoms and obligations:
§

Exercise of public obligations
- Collision causation investigation
- Crime investigation
- Fair and appropriate trials

§

Third Party's (Victims') rights

§

Performance of a contract to which the person is party

§

Vital interests of the person itself (e.g. automatic rescue notification)

§

Product assurance

Collision reconstruction experts have to demonstrate why and which information they need
from EDR as a minimum and which for possibly other legitimate purposes listed below.
4.11.3 Other legitimate purposes:
§

Casualty reduction

§

Real-life crash data for training and tuition

§

Prevention measures for young drivers

§

Statistical, scientific or historical accident research

§

Enhancements of vehicle and infrastructure design

§

Individual related insurance tariffs.

’Data ownership' is not recognised legally therefore the legislator has to define not only the
purpose of data collection but also the scope of EDR application and the rights and grades
of access.
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4.11.4 Scope of EDR application
§ Form of application (mandatory, semi-mandatory NHTSA-approach, voluntary)
§

Areas of application (private vehicles, trucks, hazardous goods, buses, etc.)

§

Range of drivers (all, target groups –young or elderly drivers, suspected
drivers)

§

Forms of access (centralised or decentralised)

4.11.5 Rights and grades of access
§ Holders and drivers
§

Police, enforcement and prosecution authorities

§

Accident parties and victims

§

Own and Third Party Insurance Companies

§

Car manufacturers

§

Workshops and Testing Institutions

For the purposes of some areas such as criminal law and public security, where EC has
no legislation competence, Member States can provide lesser strict data privacy rules (Art.
13 Sec. 1 lit. c and d). Such provision would refer, in particular, to the length of the
storage period of data legally retrieved and downloaded by prosecution authorities.
4.12 Degree of performance of requirement specification
In order to assess an overview on what technology and data are available or being
proposed elsewhere a general matrix was created containing the available systems and
standards. Each of the data elements is backed by technical specifications which amount
to a total of approx. 16,000 specifications.
A first result was, as expected, a considerable overlap between different sources of
reference. Nevertheless, there were also a considerable number of data elements that
were genuine, i.e. not shared between standards and products. The IEEE and NHTSA
standards, in particular, provide an extensive list of very good definitions but only partially
cover the whole range of data elements presently available or required for accident
reconstruction. The reasons behind that can probably be found in different purposes:
Airbag triggering and OEM product liability rather than multi-purpose collision investigation.
Airbag trigger threshold definitions have to provide a triggering before the accident has
come to its end and cannot therefore consider more complex parameters. Event
(accident) data recording by contrast is not restricted by such critical triggering. Accident
detection quality rises by parameters which are added to the commonly used ones
(exceeding of a threshold for a minimum duration, i.e. •v/t. A large number of real
accidents (e.g. truck - pedestrian collisions) would not be detected by using present trigger
definitions, as European experiences with devices working on the IEEE threshold definition
have shown. Additional parameters would not only include g-values and •v but also
acceleration gradients and the duration of the crash pulse -all to be defined and
standardised according to vehicle masses, mass ratios and real-life crash experiences. In
other words: present EDR standards are not entirely appropriate and complete as far as
collision investigation is concerned. However more intelligent triggers are possible, for
example for EDRs installed in heavy vehicles like trucks and buses. Table 4 provides an
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overview on available products, projects and standards and their respective compliance
(degree of performance) with requirement specifications.

Table 4:

Degree of performance of requirement specification
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5 Conclusions for EDR technology
5.1

Overview

For the conclusions for European EDR technology we have to consider what the purpose
of a European Data Recorder should be and what available technologies and previous
experiences inform us. American EDRs/SDMs were genuine, integrated OEM
technologies and meant to be exploited only by their own OEM experts for their internal
limited purposes. Originally there was no ambition to have them used by drivers, fleet
managers, enforcement, testing, research or insurance, but this is changing. Obviously,
EDRs are no longer technologies reserved only for experts and researchers and the
American evolution is eastbound. European tachographs and ADRs have, from the very
beginning, been instruments with society oriented purposes, i.e. road safety and legal
security. We can therefore conclude that European EDRs are to be widely used

5.2

§

for the benefit of society and the individual,

§

by a large number of users,

§

from different user groups,

§

who are aware of EDR.

Purposes:

The dominant purpose of EDRs should be

5.3

§

to provide reliable information

§

on vehicle collision causation

§

available on site, or wireless,

§

for further processing by certified experts

§

for dedicated road safety, legal, security and crime fighting applications.

Hardware Principles

EDR properties have to correlate with a number of requirements from the previously
described purposes but also from users and costs. EDR properties cannot be identical for
all passenger vehicles and for heavy vehicles because driving dynamics are different.
There are, by principle, two ways for EDR realisation: integrated or stand-alone solutions.
Which has greater benefit depends on the capabilities for realising the performance
requirements of e.a., sampling rates, crash sensitivity, emergency power supply and
standardised access for broad exploitation of benefits. The principles for hardware
requirements therefore are:
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Hardware Principles
High-end sensors and triggers for
acceleration/deceleration
Recording of other information via CAN or
similar appropriate interfaces

Trigger thresholds

Stationary event trigger
Status inputs

Internal clock

Storage capacity
Recording duration
Only read-out allowance
Back up battery
Emergency power supply

Low energy consumption in sleep mode
Standardised, non-reactive and easily
accessible interfaces for mandatory
applications

Standardised, non-reactive interfaces for
optional applications

Standardised physical requirements for
EDR mounting
Standardised locations for download
interface

Remarks
For performance requirements see tables
3 and 6
to include not only g-values and •v but
also acceleration gradients and the
duration of the crash pulse; to be defined
and standardised according to vehicle
masses, mass ratios and real-life crash
experiences
In particular for high mass vehicles; with
intelligent event prioritisation
Lights, seatbelt-use, horn, ...
DD MM YYYY hhhh mm, relevant for
downloads not immediately after the
accident; exact correlation of data and
accident for investigation and legal
purposes
Sufficient for 10-15 collision events
e.g. 30 sec / 15 sec; sufficient for most
situations, including light and lateral
impacts
Except manual triggering
For internal clock
Condenser for final data saving, e.g. 5
sec; to avoid fires, there is a trend in
modern vehicles for automatic power cut
off in cases of heavy accidents
To be decided by manufacturer,
e.g. < 1mA
§ Download on site (without need of
vehicle power supply)
§ or accessibility for removal of device
§ Testing
§ eCall and localisation
§ Seat occupation
§ Wireless data transfer
§ Driver ID
§ Driver Feedback (Warnings)
§ Other
Vibration free, right angle to car axes
For fast and easy access
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Hardware Principles
Splash water protected
Standardised range of measurement
Crashworthiness
Temperature resistance
Fire survivability
Sealing/Manipulation proof
Unique Reference Number (URN)
User manual

Remarks
+/- 50 g
Shock tests with e.g. 100 g/6ms and
50g/11ms, each three times on each axis
-40°C /+85°C
Tbd for hazardous goods transports
Authorized workshops
Serial number of EDR device for exact
correlation of data and accident
Uniform structure and terms

Table 5: Hardware principles
© VERONICA, 2006

5.4

Required information

The same also applies to hardware standardisation also it does to data requirements. To
provide guidelines the project undertook a "Three-step approach":
Step One was, as shown under 4.12. to assess an overview on what data are available.
Step Two saw the completion of the list of 61 data elements (added by seven new ones)
and then condensed to 20 relevant collision investigation requirements. This involved
contributions from all project partners with direct experience in collision investigation. The
"Top Twenty" requirements are as shown at Table 6 below:
No

Information Requirements

Remarks

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Collision Speed
Initial Speed
Speed Profile
dv
Longitudinal acceleration (IP
Transverse acceleration (IP)
Longitudinal acceleration
Transverse acceleration
Yawing
Tracking
Position
Status Signals
Trigger Date Time
User Action
Monitoring Restraint Systems
Monitoring ASD actions

17

Monitoring displayed ASD error
messages
VIN/VRD
Driver-ID
Monitoring Driver

Speed at moment of impact
Speed at start of recording a/o braking
Pre- and Post crash
•v = Delta-v = Change in velocity due to a collision
Impact phase (high resolution)
Impact phase (high resolution)
Pre- and Post crash (low resolution)
Pre- and Post crash (low resolution)
Pre crash yawing
Displacement tracking of collision sequence.
Absolute position
Brake light, indicator, lights, blue light, horn ...
Convertible into real time after download
Throttle, brake, steering, horn, clutch ...
Airbags, Seat Belts
Active Safety Devices (ESP, brake assistant, ABS) go/nogo
self-diagnosis for exoneration purposes of manufacturer
Messages on faults of ABS Systems etc for exoneration
purposes of manufacturer
Vehicle Identification No/Vehicle Registration No
Key, Smart Card, Code ...
Visual Monitoring

18
19
20

31

Table 6: Accident Reconstruction Information Requirements
© VERONICA, 2006

Step Three allocated ranking from 1 to 5 to each of the 20 accident reconstruction
requirements to determine priorities. Ranking was executed in accordance with
individuals’ expert point of view (enforcement, insurance, rescue etc.). The results are an
overall matrix and user group related lists of EDR data requirement importance as shown
below in several matrix charts (Fig. 9-12). From the overall matrix one can derive five
groups of relevance. There are two groups (No. 1-9 and 12-17) representing a general
mainstream with 15 requirements, in particular speed and acceleration elements and a
group with information on status, time, usage or system operation. Three requirements
are of lesser relevance (No.10, 11, 18: tracking, position, VIN/VRN) plus two only for
specific purposes (No. 19, 20: Driver ID and visual "monitoring driver").
Degree of importance of requirement specification
5
4
3
2
1
0
1
Collis

2
Initial
Speed

3
Speed

4
•V

5
Long

6
Trans

7
Long

8
Trans

9
10
11
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13
Yawing Track- Position Status Trigger

14
User

15
Mon

16
Mon

17
Mon Err

18
VIN

19
Driver

20
Mon
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1

1

1
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2

2

1
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1
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1
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4,13
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3

5

Min

Avg

Max 0:= unknown; 1:= non relevant; 2:= auxiliary; 3:= important; 4:= very important; 5:= required

Fig. 9: Overall degree of importance of requirement specification
For explanation, see Table 6 above
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Examples for variations from different user perspectives (enforcement, insurance and
rescue) are shown in fig. 10-12.
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Data requirements identified for enforcement purposes:
Degree of importance of requirement specification
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Fig. 10: Enforcement data requirements and their relative relevance
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Data requirements identified for insurance purposes:
Degree of importance of requirement specification
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Fig. 11: Insurance data requirements and their relative relevance
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EDR Data for rescue purposes: From the point of view of rescue purposes the preselected EDR data groups are of significantly differing importance:
Degree of importance of requirement specification
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Fig. 12: EDR data requirements identified for rescue purposes
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5.5

Agreed set of requirements

For EDR application in Europe the previously identified purposes (Para 5.2) propose an
agreed set of requirements for major functionalities including access and data content.
According to the project experts this is an indispensable requirement as far as vehicle
classes are concerned as this includes manufacturers of passenger cars, commercial
vehicles and buses. Otherwise comparability, collision research and legal security cannot
be guaranteed and ample use and benefits will not be achieved. There is no prejudgement on stand-alone or solutions integrated into other on-board electronics. Any
solution however has to reliably minimise the risk of negative interference with active
safety devices already installed in the vehicle. An independent solution also works without
airbag modules, such as heavy trucks and buses. This does not exclude a future
integrated solution, provided that all requirements mentioned above are incorporated.

5.6

Conclusions from data privacy provisions

Based on the principles established by data privacy law the following requirements for
EDR technology are regarded as appropriate:
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Requirements
No total surveillance
Data only immediately before and after trigger
moment
Trigger thresholds
Minimum set of data and data elements
Definition of accident event triggering related
to damage occurrence
Additional triggering for specific accident
reconstruction requirements
Limited in-vehicle storage period

Adequate storage capacity for accident events
Transparent rules for priority of storage
Storage period for investigation authorities

Remarks
Accident event rather than Journey
Recording
e.g. 30 sec / 15 sec; sufficient for most
situations, including light and lateral
impacts
To be defined by collision experts
To be defined by collision experts
Own or third party damages
Manual and standstill triggering
According to EC accident related fatality
definition and hit-and-run investigation
requirements. 6 weeks after incident
(freeze & thaw-orders-principle)
With respect to experiences with
commercial drivers: 10-15 accident
events
Youngest event to overwrite oldest event
Criminal Procedure Law, Competence of
Member States; harmonisation desirable

High level of interface security and data
integrity

To be defined by Art. 29 Working Group

Download access qualification

Certified experts and workshops on
legitimate order; tbd with Art 29 WG

Transparency for the driver

User manual
Table 7:Data Privacy Conclusions
© VERONICA, 2006
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6 Conclusions for implementation
6.1

Overview

Practical implementation of EDR is very much the determination of how user groups will
make use of the information and how data privacy concerns are safeguarded. This is not
only a question of the scope of data, the data quality and the storage period but also on
how access rights are defined by user groups.
6.2

User scenarios

A distinction can be made between user groups with public and others with private
interests in EDR data. For all user scenarios appropriate access schemes, data protection
levels and post-download periods for deletion have to be defined. This has to be done by
areas of law (criminal, civil) and normally by the national legislators. Most user groups do
not need the raw data, but a collision causation expertise based on or backed by EDR
data. The EC data privacy directive consists of many conditions, exceptions and
necessary appreciations of values, freedoms and rights. This requires defining typical
real-life scenarios and finding solutions for them in line with the whole range of rights and
freedoms.
6.2.1 Public users
- Police, courts, collision experts, rescue, testing, accident research databases Police and courts have a public obligation to maintain public security and to defend human
rights by investigating all civil and criminal actions, including accidents and crimes.
Restricted to these purposes they require as much data as possible and they need it
related to a specific collision or crime and also to an identified or identifiable natural person
suspected of involvement in the accident and/or crime. EDR data is not required as raw
data but as expert information in as comprehensible and as timely as possible. There is
no reason why the personal right of data privacy should supersede public obligations of
correct accident and crime investigation. Police and courts then have the obligation to
state the facts of a specific collision or crime at the later disposal of victims or Third Parties
in civil claims. There is no doubt that EDR data can fill important information gaps.
Eyewitnesses are by far the less reliable forms of evidence. Skid marks suitable for
evidence purposes are reducing due to ABS, and crash simulation models show a high
range of error compared to real-life data. There is also no reason why data privacy should
supersede these rights.
If additional data is found which is not related to the investigation in question but can be
related to another specific crime or collision the police have the duty to investigate. This
should also apply to information retrieved from EDR. But as procedural law is a matter of
national law it has to be left with national legislation if such data can be downloaded by
legal authorities and if a prior court order is necessary. In many cases this would be
counter productive as data might get lost or destroyed. Data storage under other
circumstances and without specific reasonable suspicion would be illegal. The storage
period outside the vehicle and filed with the investigation authorities also depends on
national law. It would usually last until a case has been decided or all legal redresses
have been exhausted.
Collision experts are required to be involved as EDR data assessment needs careful
consideration and interpretation. EDR experts need a high qualification, certification from
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a notified body and a public status, similar to the "public appointed and sworn experts" in
Germany or Council for the registration of forensic practitioners (CRFP) in the United
Kingdom. Collision experts do not act on their own behalf as they are contractors
consigned by public or private parties; consequently EDR experts are required to follow
the data protection rules which apply to the respective ordering party.
Rescue services need only very few data, but they need it very fast and without consent of
the driver and other passengers. Rescue data as defined by eCall and in this project
should suitably address and resolve this problem.
Testing institutions do not need personalised data either. They need to know only time
and severity of crashes for the assessment of invisible impacts on the vehicle structure
and its components. From a data download from the diagnosis interface it would normally
not be possible for a testing institution to identify a specific driver, and there is no need to
concede them the right to acquire that information from the police or from courts.
Accident research databases would work in public interest if the data they process are for
public research, e.g. in vehicle or road infrastructure design or provisions for rescue and
medical treatment. Databases are not the primary source for data users as they would get
the information either from public authorities or from insurance companies. Databases do
not need personalised data. So provisions have to be taken that databases cannot access
personal information or that the information databases receive are previously made
anonymous. For specific cases like in-depth or life-long research exceptions have to be
permitted.
6.2.2 Private users
- Drivers, holders, lawyers, collision experts, Third Parties (victims), insurance companies,
workshops, vehicle manufacturers Drivers: Under normal circumstances drivers should have any right to access their data,
but legal access is different to technical access, and in addition technical access is
different from expert data evaluation.
If there is request from the market, there is no reason not to disclose a display or print-out
irrespective of its security coding. This might become relevant if "events" are recorded
with lower trigger thresholds beyond the accident-definition, e.g. for training purposes and
fleet applications. But reliable accident expertise requires the skills of an official collision
and EDR expert and under data privacy perspective there should be no disclosure
problems as data would only be used on a contractual basis.
Holders: Where drivers and holders are different, holders would usually require the right of
accident data access to be exchanged or conceded when letting the vehicle to the driver.
As long as no accident occurred no data would exist. The question is relevant if the driver
has to be informed about EDR in the vehicle. For example, rental car companies have
successfully installed EDRs as a means of self-defence against the increasing use of their
vehicles for deliberate and fraudulent accidents. It was not disclosed to the drivers in
order prevent them from choosing companies without EDR. The question if the rights of
property and crime fighting should supersede that of data protection in case of damage is
a matter of balancing basic human rights and should be answered by the law.
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Lawyers: The same principles apply to lawyers as those of collision experts, as described
earlier. They have no autonomous right to take independent action and only when
deferred to them by their clients.
Collision experts: The same principles apply as under 'public users' above.
Third Parties: Third parties, in particular victims as plaintiffs, should have the right to obtain
data access by means of a court warrant or a court order. Dependant on national civil
procedure law the court would have to examine if the applying Third Party provides
reasonable arguments that he was involved in an accident with the vehicle in question and
that this vehicle might contain data which could clarify causes and liability for the collision
and the damage alleged by the Third Party. In such case there should be no problem to
permit access, in parallel to already established legitimate access, to written documents
held by the defendant. A court warrant or decision would also to be required if the data
are already downloaded by a public user (Police), subject to safeguards not to
compromise an ongoing criminal investigation.
Insurance Companies will have a contractual right to request accident data from their
clients as they are obliged to cooperate as close as possible with their insurers. This
applies to both Third Party and insured motor insurance and would also comprise
information on who the driver was. Data of the driver identity would not be possible from
the EDR but would otherwise be required from owner supplied information. Voluntary
‘pay-as-you-drive’ schemes (extended EDR understanding) by contrast would not require
knowing who the driver was as the insurance premiums would be calculated on driving
performance data of the insured vehicle.
Vehicle Workshops would act normally on behalf of the holder to assess vehicle damages.
For other ordering parties consent from the holder or a court warrant would be necessary.
Vehicle manufacturers might be interested in data for vehicle safety design research or in
product liability cases. In the first case consent from the holder would be necessary, in the
second they would normally be in a defendant’s position and dispose of Third Party rights,
in particular as it would be unfair to have the burden of proof but no right to data access.
6.3

Data Handling

6.3.1 Overview
Data handling has been outlined previously in this document identifying numerous
occasions where a vehicle will be in a position to have data downloaded from the EDR
including examples during vehicle maintenance and periodical testing. Two principal
options for technical access are at stake:
§

a decentralised solution requiring possibly repeated access to the vehicle by
each legitimate user

§

a centralised solution with national data trust centres

In either case downloads should only be made by approved workshops or EDR experts.
The law should clearly state the rules of access and transfer of data either by listing all
potential users as explained here or by means of a general authorisation for all those who
act for the purpose of the law.
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6.3.2 Decentralised solution
A decentralised solution would prevent the accumulation of data by a central authority.
The decentralised solution would certainly fulfil the postulated principles of data avoidance
and prevention of excessive data accumulation. The decentralised solution would require
that the workshop or EDR expert would act only on behalf of one contractor. The question
is how other users would know about the contracted expert and capability to examine each
data application.
This solution would bring along also other constraints and disadvantages:
§

Repeated paperwork and download activities for the holder or driver

§

Investigation of who driver or holder are even by those who do not need to
know their identity – an oxymoron for data privacy.

§

Issues of equal access and a potential lack of transparency

§

Only partially reliable feeding of research databases with real-life crash data, a
prerequisite for substantial impacts on road safety enhancements from collision
investigation

6.3.3 Centralised solution
The centralised solution would be set up on national level within existing structures and
does not propose to create a new European body. There are many organisations and
individuals that may require access to data (all or part) held in an EDR. The level of the
data that is required may vary from each group or request (see above 6.2 'User
scenarios'). It would be possible to provide consistent controls that satisfy rules to
safeguard and regulate the release of data, the amount of data and an audit of who, what,
when, where, why and how the data was provided.

Authorised Authority
(Vehicle Licensing Authority?)

TRANSFER

ACCESS

Manufacturer

Owner

Research

Dealer

Driver

Manufacturer

Annual testing

Insurance company Dealer

Police

Police

Authorised agent

Official

End of life

3rd Party

ACCESS REQUESTS
Access Levels
Justification

© ACPO ITS

Fig. 13: Transfer partners and access users of EDR data
Source: Simon Labbett
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6.3.3.1 Routine requirements
(Compare Fig. 14: Principle of centralised routine data transfer)

Gelöscht: Principle of centralised
routine data transfer

§

Any collision data to be downloaded through a standard interface recorder and
uploaded to a central authority, such as the vehicle licensing authority or a data
trust centre for the respective Member State.

§

When the transfer process is complete and the integrity of the data is verified
and the EDR is cleared.

§

An audit of the process is required to be made to show that access was
provided and that the data was correctly transferred as required.

§

Data transfer to be securely encoded and therefore transfer to the trust centre
would not imply access.

Public Authority
(Vehicle Licensing Authority?)

TRANSFER
Manufacturer
Dealer
Annual testing

Standard
Interface Recorder

End of life

© ACPO ITS

Fig. 14: Principle of centralised routine data transfer
Source: Simon Labbett

6.3.3.2 Cases of urgency
(Compare Fig. 15: Principle of urgent data transfer to police)
§

Urgency = Risk of default for criminal investigation

§

Data download: By authorised personnel within the investigating organisation

§

Means: Standard interface recorder.

§

Procedure: Data forwarded to the central authority

§

Copy: Retained by the investigating authority

§

Audit: All data access actions traceable
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Gelöscht: Principle of centralised
routine data transfer

Public Authority
(Vehicle Licensing Authority?)

POLICE
INVESTIGATION
Standard
Interface Recorder

Urgent Transfer

© ACPO ITS

Fig. 15: Principle of urgent data transfer to police
Source: Simon Labbett

6.3.3.3
§

Cases of delay
A full investigation is necessary but the circumstances of the event may not be
urgent.

§

Delayed notification given to the driver to take the vehicle to an authorised
centre or EDR expert for download and transfer to the central data authority.

§

A request from the investigating authority to the data authority for a copy of the
EDR record for the required incident.

6.3.3.4
§

Conclusions
Benefits of auditable control of access and level of access.

§

Data are moved from an uncontrolled environment to a controlled environment

§

Means to establish a pure database of crash data to better understand the
events leading to, and the moments of the crash to improve vehicle design,
build safer roads and deliver effective casualty reduction.

§

Ensure effective remedial measures are established.

§

EDR data has the potential to provide the key to unlock the level of quality data
that is otherwise unavailable for the wider benefits of a safer society.

6.3.3.5 Outlook
(Compare Fig. 16: Relevant issues beyond the project scope)
Considerations should be made for mechanisms to be established for appropriate
authorised access and subsequent data handling protocols, however much of the detail is
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beyond the remit of the current project due to the complexities of the potential issues.
Data privacy law is not an abstract, easily comprehensible subject with rules to subsume
real-life cases under. It is rather "case-law", and in addition, as it is a Directive, a
considerable amount of Member State national law has to be involved. This consideration
requires detailed investigations and operational and organisational issues which go
beyond the scope of the project.
In part, the complexity of data privacy and the Member State implications, the expertise of
the Art. 29 WG and the Data Privacy Commissioners from all Member States is needed.
This might be part of a follow-up project.
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Fig. 16: Relevant issues beyond the project scope
Source: Simon Labbett

6.4

Relevance of policy areas and competence for implementation

6.4.1 Overview
In the light of the legislative competences of the EU and its Member States respectively it
is important for which purpose EDR is to be introduced. From the project findings four
major fields of legislative relevance, but not necessarily of EC competence, have emerged:
§

Road safety enhancements

§

Simplification and improvement of procedural evidence

§

Insurance law as "other appropriate provisions"

§

Consumer protection.
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6.4.2 Road safety, Art. 71 Sec. 1 lit c TEC
For road safety purposes a clear EC competence is given by Art. 71. Sec. 1 lit c TEC.
Better collision investigation, empowering target groups, real-life data for research
databases, rescue and medical advancements, infrastructure and vehicle design
improvements are all clearly identified means to improve road safety.
6.4.3 Procedure law
Enhancements for criminal procedures are relevant purposes for EDR implementation, but
the legislative competence for it does not lie with the EC, but with the Member States.
Nevertheless, when focusing on road safety, it should be clear that one important means
for improving road safety is to ensure drivers are more responsible by relating the offender
closer to the accident he/she has caused. Importantly this also provides a balancing for
fairness and the rights of victims. Road safety under this regard is a consequence of
improved evidential provisions - EDRs would be one such provision.
6.4.4 Other appropriate provisions: Art. 71 Sec. 1 lit. d TEC
There are similar comparisons with civil procedure law as it normally does not fall within
EC competence, but with one general exception relevant for EDR: If the harmonisation of
insurance law would focus on simplification and improvement of providing evidence as
"any other appropriate provisions" for pursuing a common road safety policy this would be
in accordance with Art. 70 and Art. 71 Sec. 1 lit. d TEC. Insurance law is relevant because
on one side the insurance law systems differ considerably between Member States
despite there already having been several steps for harmonisation. On the other side it is
relevant for road safety aspects because, as could be compared between several US
states, a more fault related insurance law system tends to indicate drivers being more
responsible and encourages preventive driving.
Procedure law in particular would require involvement. It would be advisable to stipulate
EDRs and their data as admitted means of evidence and to provide for rules for competent
legal bodies to file data outside the vehicle.
6.4.5 Consumer Protection, Art. 153 TEC
As far as consumer protection is concerned, this is clearly a matter of EC competence, Art.
153 TEC. Consumer protection comprises in particular "protecting the health, safety and
economic interests of consumers, as well as to promoting their right to information,
education..." The vehicle, as the product in question, however is very rarely the cause of
an accident. This might change, as well as the consensus on this statement, with the
increased use of electronic devices and associated applications. It is the increasing
number of such applications as well as their obscured performance and inaccessibility for
independent examination which raise concerns when investigating collisions. To exclude
latent technical malfunctions as a cause of a collision is a requirement for road safety. Art.
71 Sec. 1 lit. c TEC is “closer” to the issue and therefore the more appropriate basis for EC
legislation. The purpose is not to blame vehicle manufacturers for technical failures but to
improve road safety. Art. 153 TEC can therefore claim only to be of supporting relevance
for EDR implementation. Unless the performance of the vehicle can be verified beyond
reasonable doubt collision causation will remain uncertain.
6.4.6
§

Examples of EC action on vehicle related road safety
Seat Belts, Directive 91/671 EEC, as amended by Directive 2003/20/EC, OJCE
L 115/2003
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§

Roadworthiness Tests for Motor Vehicles and their Trailers, Directive
96/96/EC, OJCE L 46/1997 and Directive 2000/30/EC, OJEC L 203/2000

§

Recording Equipment in Road Transport (Tachograph), Regulation N°3821/85
on recording equipment in road transport, OJCE L 274/1998 as last amended
by Council Regulation N° 561/2006 OJCE L 102/2006 and Council Regulation
N°3820/85 of 20 December 1985 on the harmonisation of certain social
legislation relating to road transport, OJCE L 370/1985

§

Speed Limitation Onboard Devices for Certain Categories of Motor Vehicles,
Directive 2002/85 amending Directive 92/6 on the installation and use of speed
limitation devices for certain categories of motor vehicles in the Community,
OJEC L 57/2002

EC or Member State competences to introduce EDR depend on the intended purpose of
the proposed legislative action. A clear separation between the different aspects and
competences cannot be drawn, as they partly presuppose each other and are closely
interrelated. As shown further above (4.12) this refers also to data privacy law which is
based on a European Directive but directly interferes with national laws, e.g. procedural
law. A comprehensive approach involving EC as well as national legislation seems
therefore inescapable: The following table highlights the distribution of policy relevance
and legislative competence.
Relevance of policy area as basis for EDR implementation and distribution of
legislative competence
Policy Area
Relevance
EC Competence National Competence
Road Safety
..
Procedural Law
Insurance Law
.
Consumer Protection
Data Privacy*)
Relevance for EDR implementation:
Low, moderate, medium, high, very relevant
.
)

* Not basis, but pre-requisite for EDR implementation

Table 8: Relevance of policy areas
as basis for EDR implementation and distribution of legislative competence
© VERONICA, 2006

6.4.7

Formal options for implementation of EDR Community Law

6.4.7.1 Regulations
Regulations and Directives are the usual forms through which the European Community
establishes the legislative intentions within the Member States. However, the legislative
bodies are not free in choosing the kind of legislative act; rather they are bound by the
principle of a limited singular competence to use specific acts in specific situations.
There is, however, a significant difference in the legal consequences of regulations and
Directives. According to Article 249 TEC regulations are acts which gain direct legal force
within the Member States, are binding in all parts and are generally valid. Therefore, the
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regulation needs no transformation action by the Member States, which enables the
Community to create directly applicable law.
6.4.7.2 Directives
Directives, on the other hand, are legal acts that are obligatory only for the Member States
concerning the desired outcome, but leave discretion to the Member States to choose the
form and a means of transformation. In other words, the Directive suffices by placing an
obligation on the Member States to achieve a certain goal, but with the freedom to decide
how this goal shall be achieved. Therefore, Directives underline the sovereignty and
independence of the Member States; something that is not so definite when using
regulations. EC law based on the power of the EC Treaty like Art. 71 TEC supersedes
national law. A Directive under this article would therefore cause no competence and
subsidiarity problems. Art. 71 TEC would also provide the competence for defining e.g. a
binding technical annex as well as legal action on the level of secondary law like
procedural law which is normally in the competence of the Member States. Using the form
of a Directive therefore seems to be the most effective way and with added value for
enacting EDR in Europe.
6.4.7.3 Practice
Looking at European Community practice in the area of road safety and traffic, it will be
noticed that for a considerable period that the Regulation was preferred over the Directive.
The reasons for this were that the European Community saw the need to use the direct
legal force with regard to the market access of transport enterprises. Directives, on the
other hand, were widely used in harmonisation efforts, e.g. the European driving licence.
However, with regard to the principle of subsidiarity, according to Art. 5 TEC and the
planned enlargement of the EU, it seems that Directives are the best form of legal action to
achieve implementation of Event Data Recorders.
This form of legal action would enable greater independence of the Member States and
give them a way to implement Event Data Recorders smoothly and without conflict with
national law, thereby achieving greater acceptance for implementation of such recorders.
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7 Recommendations
The recommendations relating to EDR implementation are presented in this chapter. The
recommendations are derived from the various conclusions explained in previous Sections
of this Report. It should be noted that recommendation formulas and tables are highlighted
in bright purple.
7.1

Overview

7.1.1 Definition procedure
The procedure to define recommendations on EDR implementation for EC Road Safety
Policy goes along the following criteria:
§
§
§
§

Time horizon: Near future applications, medium and long term perspectives
Purposes: accident reconstruction, crime fighting (prevention, detection and
reduction), legal procedures, e-Call synergies, database research, training
and tuition, behavioural research
Technical requirements: hardware and software recommendations
Organisational aspects and legal forms of implementation

The list of suggestions will contain informal ranking. The relevance of a ranking depends
not only on hard facts and figures but also on political preferences and ambitions. This is
also very much a question of terms and what one understands by their implication. While
the original "Call for Proposals" in May 2004 used the term "Accident Data Recording"
(ADR) almost the entire international road safety community is using the American term
"Event Data Recording" (EDR). The VERONICA project also adopted this terminology
with the intention of preventing any technological preference being excluded from the
study.
7.1.2 Recommended distinction between EDR and behavioural monitoring
During discussions on the purposes an EDR could, or should fulfil, in Europe, and in order
to avoid a possible impasse for the implementation of advanced data recording
technology, a decision had to been taken on how a European EDR should be understood.
'Event data recording' is a vague term and requires to be better defined.
The two years study has shown that data recording technologies are progressing far
beyond mere accident recording as there is a growing scientific ambition for driver
behaviour monitoring and recording. The basic question ‘What is an event?’, had to be
answered because the interdisciplinary approach of the project quickly revealed that a
depreciated understanding of ’event’ in the sense of ’incident’ opens the way for more or
less unconditioned behavioural monitoring. This would immediately raise significant data
privacy concerns as an overextension of the understanding of ‘event recording’ would
undoubtedly discredit EDR benefits for road safety and facilitate the blockage of any
considerable progress in this field.
There are, therefore, some principal recommendations that take account of road safety
issues, the point of view of data privacy, proportionality and acceptability:
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Principal Requirements
No total surveillance/ Event related recording
Data only immediately before and after
trigger moment

Remarks
e.g. 30 sec / 15 sec

Limited number of data elements

Limited in-vehicle storage period

According to EC accident related
fatality definition and hit-and-run
investigation requirements. 6 weeks
after incident (freeze & thaw-ordersprinciple)

Transparent rules for priority of storage

Youngest event to overwrite oldest
event

Maximum storage period for investigation
authorities

Criminal Procedure Law, Competence
of Member States; harmonisation
desirable

High level of interface security and data
integrity

To be defined by Art. 29 Working
Group

Download access qualification

Certified experts and workshops on
legitimate order; tbd with Art 29 WG

Transparency for the driver

User manual

Table 9:

Recommendations for principle requirements for acceptability of EDR

7.1.2.1 Event definition
The next recommendation relates to the necessary definition of ‘event’. It modifies a
definition from the EC Railway Safety Directive (see chapter 4.6.3. of this summary):
'Event' is to be understood as an 'accident-event'. 'Accident' means an unwanted or
unintended sudden event or a specific chain of such events which have harmful
consequences. This includes own or third party material damages, light and severe
personal injuries and fatalities. 'Incident' by contrast means any occurrence, other
than accident associated with the operation of vehicles and affecting the safety of
operation. Incidents are, in other words, risky performances which only by luck do
not result in 'harmful consequences'
The first priority therefore for EDR recommendations is based upon accident data
recording applications and benefits. This is a short term perspective as far as some target
groups are concerned. Technical as well as legal and organisational requirements and
recommendations are therefore focused on the purposes of accident reconstruction and
closely related fields, namely crime fighting, enhanced legal procedures, database
research and e-Call synergies.
7.1.2.2 Beyond accident reconstruction
It would be inappropriate if future technical solutions for developed accident reconstruction
techniques that were identified during the course of the project were excluded entirely from
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the scope of recommendations and although not in accordance with the project
requirements and associated findings it may potentially create artificial limits to the
European road safety policy.
This second or extended field of vehicle on-board data recording functionalities, as
currently seen, also has, to a lesser extent, a short term perspective and to its larger part a
medium or long term perspective.
It is recommended that references to non-accident related monitoring and recording
solutions should be different to EDR, possibly 'Driver Behavioural Monitoring and
Recording'.

7.2

Near future applications

7.2.1 Criteria for selection:
Near future application fields for EDR implementation should be those where
§ Accident and damage risks are comparatively high
§ Experience with control devices have been previously gathered
§ Future acceptance for advanced technology is more likely
7.2.2 Recommended Target Groups
The recommended target groups which comply with most of these criteria have been
identified are show below in table 10. In order of precedence this list can be understood as
an informal ranking proposal:
Recommended target groups

Accident &
damage risk

Legal examples
for control devices

Technological
acceptance

1. Hazardous Goods
2. Coaches and Buses
3. Commercial Vehicles
4. Vans
5. Emergency. Service Vehicles
6. Motor Cyclists
7. Young Adults
low

Relevance:
medium
high

Table 10: Target Groups for EDR implementation
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7.2.2.1 Recommended Target Groups explained:
Target groups 1-3: Hazardous good transportation, coach and bus and commercial vehicle
operations represent a high transportation risk for their own or third party damage and
injury risks. These operations are all accustomed to the use of tachograph devices and
the associated traditional accident data recording capabilities. The introduction of digital
control devices in May 2006 for new vehicles has started to phase out the previous
mechanical version. It has been recognised that this causes a severe set-back for
accident reconstruction, road safety, crime fighting and court procedures, all of which are
identified as some of the major purposes of EDR implementation. In-depth studies of
accidents with heavy trucks have shown that there is still considerable lack of knowledge
in accident causation in this vehicle category despite operators of coaches and buses, on
public or private service, being well known for their safety consciousness. Some regional
governments are supporting EDR implementation, with this background, acceptance for
EDR should not be seen as a blockage. A similar response can also reasonably be
assumed for the operators of hazardous goods transports but most likely also for most CV
operators where accurate understanding and treating of their risks can lead to significant
financial savings.
Target group 4: Vans. This vehicle category, defined as commercially operated vehicles
less than 3.5 tons, has very much emerged in road safety considerations and studies.
They have similar performance to passenger cars however this class represents a high
accident risk, often operating under pressurised conditions of time constraints or are
overloaded. Unlike commercial vehicles in excess of 3.5 tons they are not presently
obliged to adopt any control device, technological acceptance might be therefore be less.
Target group 5: Emergency service vehicles. This vehicle category has, in several
countries, proven to provide a high accident risk, however EDR combined with consistent
fleet management can reduce that risk considerably. Experiences in this area have also
shown that fleet operators in this category are very technologically minded. Emergency
service fleets are by their nature highly visible and on public service, as such, whether
directly or indirectly, are responsible to demonstrate a practical road safety policy to all
road users.
Target group 6: Motor cyclists. This vehicle and rider category, in particular the heavy
sector, is of high accident and individual damage risk though the overall numbers are less
significant. Feeding back more accurate accident causation findings to the riders and to
training schools would be a major step forward in reducing road fatalities and injuries.
EDRs are feasible and valuable within certain technical limits.
Target group 7: Young adults. This driver category implicitly refers to the passenger car
vehicle category. Without dispute young drivers represent the target group with the
highest individual accident risk, particularly where the majority of trips are shared by
several vehicle occupants with a consequential accumulation of risk to life, health and
property. Young drivers have also shown to be amenable to their introduction to new
technologies, and to EDR in particular. A recommendation that requires EDR installation
to vehicles driven by young adults has therefore to be part of the scope.
A problem that has to be solved lies with the fact that vehicles are often also used by
several drivers from different age groups, most typically in family units, and consideration
should be given to driver identification systems for "dual-use" distinction. From the
criminal law point of view this is relevant; however technically there are solutions for any
consequential distinction requirements. The barrier to this lies in the lack of an insurance
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requirement throughout most of the (continental) Member States where driver liability and
holder liability do not differ very much. In these circumstances it then becomes the
insurance holder’s responsibility, and his/her personal economical interest, through his/her
insurance premiums, to ensure responsibility by drivers who have access to his/her
vehicle(s). Road safety, the declared purpose of EDR implementation, would benefit from
that without requiring any driver monitoring. Data privacy concerns are therefore
superable.
Equally, this would not necessarily represent an issue for rented cars, as they apply age
limits restrictions which could just as easily be amended by EDR requirements for the age
group in question.
EDRs for young adults would also imply a major benefit for accident research concerning
high volume vehicles. Accident databases would not have to rely on data only from the
remaining target groups.

7.2.3 Advanced insurance application
Recommendations for EDR implementation should not only be considered from the point
of view of relevance for target groups but also under the terms of appropriate
implementation partners who have direct means for risk intervention and damage
settlement. Organisational interests and insurance business coincide to some degree with
public road safety purposes and there are two forms that are appropriate for that as below:
7.2.3.1 Pay-as-you drive premium schemes
Event related or ‘pay-as-you drive’ premium schemes based on EDRs or behaviour
monitoring devices do not require public intervention as they are based on voluntary
agreements. Driver identification with technical means is not necessary. The holder
himself/herself would identify the relevant driver and make him/her responsible for damage
compensation as is the current process in vehicle fleets. EDR implementation for target
private driver groups would therefore benefit from having road accident liability systems
which burden the damage and premium risk on the holder and his insurer instead of the
driver.
Revisions of national road accident liability laws are recommended for EDR
implementation outside fleet and professional applications.
7.2.3.2 Tort law system based on enhanced negligence assessment
Tort law systems which relate insurance premiums to individual liability are more likely to
have a positive effect on driving behaviour than no-fault systems have. EDRs
considerably support the assessment of individual civil negligence and liability. EDRs in
‘no-fault’ systems will therefore have less impact on premium consciousness and driving
behaviour than in tort law systems. Insurance legislation to assess the grade of individual
negligence will be counter-productive if no technical equipment to do so is required. As a
consequence insurance companies might decline to assess individual negligence at all,
thus sending a message to drivers undesirable from the point of view of enhanced
attention, prevention and road safety.
It is recommended that EDR implementation is reinforced by a damage
compensation tort law system which stipulates the assessment of the individual
share of negligence and liability.
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7.2.4

Accident research databases for vehicle
and infrastructure design
Existing systems miss data resources for vehicle and infrastructure safety policy. Broad
EDR implementation will contribute to fill this gap, particularly with in-depth quality data.
The need for improved EU level accident information and data was identified in the EU
White Paper on Transport Policy (2001) and detailed in the Road Safety Action Plan
(2003). The Plan specifies that the EC will develop a Road Safety Observatory to
coordinate data collection within an integrated framework. One of the projects is the
SafetyNet project. SafetyNet is on the output side of EDR and as it is still running there is
a time clash between VERONICA and SafetyNet.
It is recommended that SafetyNet/Pendant should study and analyse the EDR
concept on the accident data that will be gathered and stored in the EDR. The major
benefit is that the EDR data is an EU data format, producing standardised data via a
uniform interface. This will considerably enhance the quality of the overall data for
accident analysis in addition to the police investigation.

7.3

Technical recommendations

Even within the scope of the recommended EDR purpose for accident reconstruction, it
could not be expected that wishes and requirements from all user groups would entirely
coincide. It was attempted to develop performance rather than design criteria.
Compromises have to be accepted by defining mainstream requirements and additional
options. From the scientific research point of view, for example, all imaginable information
on the status of vehicle systems during all phases of a collision is valuable. Though
technically and theoretically feasible, this could potentially drive manufacturing costs and
real-life data processing to a no-end. The project achieved, as described under Para 5.4,
to find a procedure for a harmonised approach to overcome such obstacles. The
recommended requirements for hardware and software also take account of
considerations from vehicle manufacturers and from data privacy (see table 7).

7.3.1 Hardware and security recommendations
Recommendations for hardware and security requirements follow the principles presented
before. It should be noted that not all requirements can be identical for all vehicle
categories, for example the trigger-threshold values.
It is recommended to form a follow-up project to define the technical specifications.
In order to avoid parallel work a close technical cooperation with the United Nations
Economic Council for Europe (UN ECE) EDR Working Group should be envisaged.
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Hardware & security recommendations

High-end sensors and triggers for
acceleration/deceleration

Remarks
Autonomous or integrated solution to be
left with industry¸ Recording of pre-crash,
crash and post-crash phases (see table
13), recording of other information
possibly via CAN or similar appropriate
interfaces

Trigger thresholds

to include not only g-values and •v but
also acceleration gradients and the
duration of the crash pulse; to be defined
and standardized according to vehicle
masses, mass ratios and real-life crash
experiences

Stationary event trigger

In particular for high mass vehicles; with
intelligent event prioritisation (manual
and standstill triggering)

Status inputs

Lights, seatbelt-use, horn, ...

Internal clock

DD MM YYYY hhhh mm relevant for
downloads not immediately after the
accident; exact correlation of data and
accident for investigation and legal
purposes

In-vehicle storage period

Limited to 6 weeks according to
investigation and data privacy
requirements (see also table 9)

Storage capacity

Sufficient for 10-15 collision events

Duration of recording

Data only immediately before and after
trigger moment, e.g. 30 sec / 15 sec

Back up battery

For internal clock

Emergency power supply

Condenser for final data saving, e.g. 5
sec; to avoid fires there is a trend in
modern vehicles for automatic power cut
in heavy accidents

Low energy consumption in sleep mode

To be decided by manufacturer,
e.g. < 1mA

Standardised, non-reactive and easily
accessible interfaces for mandatory
applications

§ Download on site (without need of
vehicle power supply)
§ or accessibility for removal of device
§ Testing

Standardised, non-reactive interfaces for
optional applications

§
§
§
§
§
§

eCall and localisation
Seat occupation
Wireless data transfer
Driver ID
Driver Feedback (Warnings)
Diagnosis
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Hardware & security recommendations

Remarks
§ Other

Standardised physical requirements for
EDR mounting

Vibration free, right angle to car axes

Standardised locations for download
interface

For fast and easy access

Splash water protected
Standardised range of measurement

+/- 50 g

Crashworthiness

Shocktests with e.g. 100 g/6ms and
50g/11ms, each three times on each axis

Temperature resistance

-40°C /+85°C

High level of interface security and data
integrity

To be defined by Art. 29 Working Group

Fire survivability

Tbd for hazardous goods transports

Sealing/Manipulation proof

Authorised workshops

Unique Reference Number (URN)

Serial number of EDR device for clear
correlation between EDR and vehicle

Identification if system installed

If voluntary

User manual

Uniform structure and terms

Self-test capabilities

As basic step for periodical testing

Information on EDR properties

For periodical testing

Status and functionality information

For periodical testing (e.g.
malfunctioning light)

Calibration

For system accuracy

Periodical testing

According to Directive (EC) 96/96

Integration in vehicle homologation
Table 11: Recommended Hardware & Security Requirements

7.3.2
7.3.2.1

Software recommendations
Recommended set of data

Table 12 shows the recommended set of data and less relevant data. From the 20
elements of information initially identified as possibly necessary for achieving the balance
between acceptability and collision investigation (see chapter 5.4,), two demonstrated very
little relevance in the inquiry: 'driver ID' and 'driver monitoring' (No. 19/20). From the three
elements identified as medium relevant, i.e. – 'tracking', 'position' and 'VIN/VRN' (No.
10/11/18) – 'position' is only relevant in combination with e-Call. 'Position' should be a
serious option which depends on the implementation of e-Call. 'Tracking' (i.e. the relative
path during the last 30 secs.) is a side benefit of the highly relevant acceleration recording,
and VIN/VRN is necessary for unambiguous correlation between EDR device and vehicle
(audit trail to prove the integrity).
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No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Information Requirements
Collision Speed
Initial Speed
Speed Profile
dv
Longitudinal acceleration (IP)
Transverse acceleration (IP)
Longitudinal acceleration
Transverse acceleration
Yawing
Tracking
Position
Status Signals
Trigger Date Time
User Action
Monitoring Restraint Systems
Monitoring ASD actions

17

Monitoring displayed ASD error
messages
VIN/VRD
Driver-ID
Monitoring Driver

18
19
20

Remarks
Speed at moment of impact
Speed at start of recording a/o braking
Pre- and Post crash
•v = Delta-v = Change in velocity due to a collision
Impact phase (high resolution)
Impact phase (high resolution)
Pre- and Post crash (low resolution)
Pre- and Post crash (low resolution)
Pre crash yawing
Displacement tracking of collision sequence
Absolute position
Brake light, indicator, lights, blue light, horn ...
Relative time, convertible into real time after download
Throttle, brake, steering, horn, clutch ...
Airbags, Seat Belts
Active Safety Devices (ESP, brake assistant, ABS) go/nogo
self-diagnosis for exoneration purposes of manufacturer
Messages on faults of ABS Systems etc for exoneration
purposes of manufacturer
Vehicle Identification No/Vehicle Registration No; see table 11
Key, Smart Card, Code ...
Visual Monitoring

Table 12: Recommended set of data and less relevant data
(No. 10/11, 18-20)

Please note that 'tracking' (10) is only understood as short term tracking of displacement just prior and during
the impact and not as tracking of geographical positions. Tracking of the vehicle movement is relevant for
accident reconstruction. Even 'position' (11) is not to be understood as a continuous recording of geographical change but only as the detection of the post impact position. 'Position' is regarded as relevant for
enhanced rescue (e-call).

7.3.2.2 Recommended sampling rates and recording frequencies
The recommendations base on the findings presented in table 3, do not include but require
early pre-crash data retrieval and recording. 'Other channels' in the table below are those
for static data like seat belt or driving lights ‘in use’. Further specifications are to be left
with the standardisation bodies.
Recommended sampling rates and recording frequencies
Acceleration channels

Other channels

Phases Sampling rate

Recording
frequency

Sampling rate

Recording
frequency

Near precrash 100 - 2000 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

Crash (trigger
100 - 2000 Hz
100-3000ms)

100-500 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

Postcrash (10
to 30 s from 100 - 2000 Hz
trigger)

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz

16-50 Hz
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Table 13: Recommended sampling rates and recording frequencies

7.3.3 Data transfer, access and processing
There are a number of principles which have to be safeguarded for secure data transfer
access and processing. As far as the vehicle recording and transmission is concerned this
has been described above at Para. 7.3.2.2., however this has to be undertaken in
conjunction with regard to EC data privacy law, Member State civil and criminal procedure
law and national administrative structures.
7.3.3.1 Guidelines for organisation and structure
As guidelines for the organisation and structure of data transfer, access and
processing the following are recommended:
§

National data trust centres for data administration, such as the vehicle
licensing authority or a data trust centre for the respective Member State.

§

Authorised and certified download and transfer partners (approved
workshops and accident reconstruction and EDR experts)

§

Any collision data is to be downloaded through a standard interface
recorder and uploaded to the central authority

§

When the transfer process is complete and the integrity of the data is
verified the EDR data recording is removed.

§

An audit of the process is required to show that access was provided and
that the data was correctly transferred as required.

§

Data transfer is to be securely encoded and therefore transfer to the trust
centre would not imply access.

§

Urgency = Risk of default for criminal investigation

§

Data download: By authorised personnel within the investigating
organisation

§

Means: Standard interface recorder.

§

Procedure: Data forwarded to the central authority

§

Copy: Retained by the investigating authority

It is proposed to set up a follow-up-project which should consist of Member State
representatives and those of the pendant/Safetynet-project (for research data base
purposes) who should work out the details for EDR data administration, access and
operational requirements. Differing national accident reconstruction structures
have to taken into account.
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7.3.3.2 Guidelines for user related access right levels
Data access rights depend on the legal position that a person or institution has on specific
information which others have custody and control over. This is nothing new to existing
legislation and jurisdiction.
It is recommended that data access rights be defined along established civil and
criminal procedure and informational self determination laws.
Recommended levels therefore are:
1. Driver: Full access rights
2. Contractual partners (Holders, Insurance Companies): According to contract
3. Police: By respective Member State rules of evidence; rules of flagrant
offence, risk of default, procedures for random information and substantive
suspicion have to be observed
4. Third parties in litigation: (Plaintiff/defendant, manufacturer and their
representatives): Court warrant
5. Testing, research (databases): anonymised with no names of driver and
holder, no VIN/VRN

7.3.3.3 EC Working Group
The European legislator has established with EC Directive 95/46 provisions to safeguard
data privacy principles for the implementation of new technologies. As in new
technological fields, this is a process of mutual approximation and cooperation, even more
so as there is interference with non-harmonised fields of national law. In Art. 29/30 a
standing Working Group consisting of the Member State Data Privacy Commissioners has
been established to consult with the EC Commission to contribute to uniform national
application.
It is recommended to appoint the Art. 29 Working Group for detailed consultation,
proposing a supplementary project.
It is further recommended to extend that working group to Member State Road
Traffic Authorities.

7.4

Recommended form of implementation

A Directive, based on the purpose of road safety according to Art. 71 Sec. 1 lit. c
TEC, provides the best way to achieve the implementation of event data recorders in
the Member States. Product safety purposes should be referred to in the Directive’s
rationale to avoid future formal legal challenges at court.
A Directive should also comprise a binding detailed annex, and as far as the use of data is
concerned only the objectives should be stated. Through that the European Community
can set the objective to introduce EDRs as an obligation on the Member States; in addition
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it also provides sufficient freedom for the Member States to choose “how” to implement
accident data recorders and therefore achieve a great congruence of Community and
Member State law.
7.5

Medium and long term recommendations

More research efforts have to be dedicated to the behaviour and attention deficits. These
experiments should incorporate a sufficient number of participants and vehicles. This
refers to the appropriate detection and communication technology as well as to the
psychological foundations and legal framework settings. Determination of the necessary
numbers can be determined from previous experimental processes in Sweden, Germany
and the USA.
A first practical step would be to promote driver data detection and communication devices
for tuition and training in driving schools and vehicle fleets.
To establish ‘cornerstones’ for a specification profile for an interface for a suitable drive
data communication device, the following aspects would have to be taken into account:
§ Dialogue options for actions, e.g. retrieval of a number of data, adaptation to
individual-profiles.
§ The actual drive status would have to be visualised, e.g. red or green area.
§ ‘User-friendly’ audio response, optical feedback and/or highlighting transparency
of data recording to thwart fears of “electronic monitoring”.
§ A design, which interfaces with elements of modern life style of young people,
(e.g. cell phones or laptops) and integrates to provide user familiarity and
acceptance.
More considerations on a prevention policy based on road safety assistant systems have
been made by Professor Dr.-Ing. Guenther Sabow, Institut für Verkehr und Umwelt,
Stuttgart and are attached to this report as an annex.
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Annex:
Considerations for a prevention policy
based on Road Safety Assistant Systems
by Professor Dr.-Ing. Günther Sabow
Institut für Verkehr und Umwelt, Stuttgart
1.

Starting Point and future project aims

Under transport policy aspects and with reference to experiences of the last 15 years IVU
concludes, that the implementation of accident data recording devices can be better
achieved if they could be developed more user friendly and be offered and marketed in the
context of modern driver assistant systems enabling relevant and timely driver feedback
information.
.
The VERONICA project for reasons well explained focussed on:
1.

Broad international discussions since the last 10 years

2.

Experiments with ADR- and EDR-systems

3.

Technical requirements for accident reconstruction devices

4.

Criteria for data aggregation and download functions

5.

Surrounding conditions and integration of EDR due to insurances, emergency
services and road safety and

6.

Prerequisites of law

However questions which emerged with reference to
7.

Requirements, strategies and

8.

Technical innovations

for the realisation of basic accident risk and prevention effects could be discussed only
partially because of the complexity and difficulty of several formal aspects.
Due to the aims and political commitment of the European Commission Road Safety
Programme it should be consequent to direct future research missions to specific
approaches for road safety and prevention developments.

2.

Comparison of VERONICA philosophy with a future research set-up

In the discussions during the VERONICA project and in particular in the attempt to start a
constructive dialogue with OEMs it has been stated, that an exclusively technology
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orientated – in other words conservative – approach does little to support to crack the
isolation of today EDR-systems against the OEMs point of view. This creates an obstacle
to a broad and car integrated launching of devices with extended functionalities.
Therefore in a future research project a way has to be forcefully looked for and described,
how this gap could be surmounted by emerging EDR-functions and –technologies with
general electronic automotive and vehicle safety elements and by reflecting OEMs
interests in terms of an road safety assistant (RSA).
To this regard the following RSA aspects are paramount:
1.

Acceptance, interest and utilisation of customers

2.

Possibilities and potentials in the framework of vehicle marketing

3.

Total integration in driver assistant systems

In the comparison shown below of the philosophies of current EDR-systems and
recommended future RSA Systems the above mentioned discrepancies are addressed:
EDR-Systems

RSA-Systems

Outstripped approach

Modern integrative approach,

Somewhat negative image

Automobile adequate positive

Associated with sanctions

image. Ability to provide
incentives

Limited, only accident relevant

Efficient multi-use of data

use of data

information

Difficulties regarding marketing

Coordinated marketing in the

by third parties (OEMs)

context of modern drivers

and therefore limited

assistant systems by OEMs

market distribution
Additional device with little

Innovations through interests and

chance for serial production

competition of OEMs

and innovative development
New component of driver
responsibility in relations to
increasing autonomous
driver assistant systems
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3.

Work items and field tests

The above discussed different systems show that EDR as an independent specific device
should in the long run be replaced by a special recording RSA module integrated in the
automotive data pool network, enabling a multi-storage function as worked out in the
following table:

Function A
time limited collision data
used by accident experts

Function B
visualised driver profiles taken from the
individual trip characteristics
used for personal driver dialogues
creating safety and prevention effects
Function C
data pool exclusively used by road safety
organisations to develop and specify
national and European road safety programs

A future research project is therefore recommended to focus on 8 relevant work items:
1. Discussion of road safety dimensions and prevention effects
2. Discussion and formulation of requirements of data for prioritisation and specification
of road safety actions by national organisations
3. Description of requirements and criteria for visualisation of drive data and development
of driver profiles
4. Specific requirements of RSA devices in line and tour buses in particular to support
bus driver awareness
5. Analysis of actual acceptance and driver behaviour
6. Cooperation with OEMs to develop definitions of data recording modules
7. Discussion of development and launching of OEMs driver assistant systems
8. Field tests and case studies
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